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erning the payment of gratuities
to employees of the Exchange and
memberfirms, a rule applicable to both floor membersand off-floor
memberswhich appears to raise most problems in the context o2 floor
conduct.
a. Procedure of floor regulation
Although in October 1962 the Exchange revised its procedures for
regulating conduct on the floor, there previously were and to some
extent continue to be important differences between floor procedures
and those employed to regulate conduct off the floor. The most significant distinction involves the role played by the Exchange staff.
As described in section 3 above, the department of member firms,
in regulating conduct off the floor, deals directly with the members,
allied members, and employees involved in its investigations,
and
takes action against the individuals involved either through a staff
letter of caution or by reference to the advisory committee or the
board of governors. Supervision of floor conduct, however, is complicated by the existence and activities of the floor governors described
in section 2.d above, whose responsibility is the direct supervision of
the floor. Since all the individual floor governors spend a substantial
part of their time on the floor, they supervise floor activities on a
minute-to-minute basis. The floor governors as a group also recommendpolicy changes affecting the operations of the floor and consider
certain disciplinary matters, o
The part of the Exchange staff devoted to regulating conduct on the
floor is known as the floor department. The department is divided
into two sections: floor operations, consisting of 580 employees in
November1962, engaged in operating the floor but having no regulatory responsibilities;
and floor procedure, consisting of 37 employees
engaged almost entirely in regulatory functions.
The Special Study questioned both Exchange staff members and
past and present governors about the relationship between the staff
and the floor governors in terms of the division of labor and responsibility prior to the October 1962 revision in procedures referred to
above. A leading specialist and former chairman testified that the
floor governors had the principal responsibility in administration of
the floor, while another former chairman testified that the floor governors "do the supervising of the members on the floor of the Exchange" and that the staff "are the ones who collect the reports and
examine the reports, and then bring them in to the floor governors
if they believe they do not conform to the policy set down by the
governors and the advisory committee."
Whenquestioned regarding his function at meetings of the floor
governors, the vice president in charge of the floor department stated
that his department had not made recommendations to the floor governors regarding.Y the banningof stop orders,, disci~)lina_
ry c~es, allocation of secur~tms, or any other matter coming before the group. He
viewed his function as that of presenting facts.
In the relatively few formal disciplinary cases involving floor problems, six during the period from January 1, 1957, through December 31, 1962, the Exchange staff had the authority to take testimony
from the members involved, inspect such records as were considered
necessary, and prepare a report of the matter for the executive vice
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president, without obtaining the approval of the floor governors before
proceeding with an investigation.
Nevertheless, in the overwhelming
majority of situations where irregularities
or substandard performanee were suspected by the staff, a.n informal procedure was employed.
Under this procedure, which was in effect until October 1962, the staff
prepared a memorandum
for the executive vice .president of its findings in a particular situation, based upon a revle~v of various forms
or records which were required to be filed. Generally, this memo.randum was prepared without the staff’s having discussed the matter
with the member involved. Matters handled by the staff in this
manner included failures by specialists
to maintain the kinds of
markets which the staff believed were proper, and failures by floor
traders to comply with the floor trading rules. Generally, the executive vice president referred the floor department memorandumto the
chairman, ~al who would either himself speak to the memberinvolved or
refer the memorandumto an individual floor governor to get the member’s explanation. The staff ~vould be advised of the results of the
floor governor’s investigation, either by the governor or the ehairinan.
The vice p.resident in charge of the floor department stated that upon
rare oeeasmns he was dissatisfied with the disposition of the matter
reached by the floor governor or the chairman, but in the large majority of eases he accepted the determination made. Neither of the formet chairmen mentioned above could recall a situation where the staff
questioned a decision made by the chairman and a floor governor with
regard to this type of floor violation. It was indicated that, if the
chairman and the floor governor agreed upon a particular disposition,
the matter was concluded, although a theoretical right of appeal did
exist in the staff.
A typical example of the manner in which such matters were hsmdled involved a market study conducted by the floor departmen~t into
trading by the specialist in McGraw-HillPublishing Co. in the spring
of 1960. Onthe basis of i~t,s review, the staff fel~ tha~ the spreads being
quoted by the speeialis~ in the stock were too wide. The matter ~vas
referred to the executive vice president, who referred it to the chairman, who referred it to three floor governors. The floor governors
reported back to the staff that they were satisfied with the market being
quoted by the specialist.
The staff made no direct inquiry of the
speeialis£ nor did it examine the specialist book. The inquiry madeby
the staff was confined "to the statistics involved."
In anon/her instance, in connection with a market study in Reli’smee
Electric & Engineering Co., the ehMrmanindies.ted that the patq:ieipating role of the specialis.t as dealer was very poor and timt the file
should be given to a particular governor. This governor spoke .to the
speeialis~ and also discussed the matter with ~ther governors. He
concluded that he could not criticize the specialist’s market because
there were no public orders in the stock. There is no indiextion
the staff participated
in the discussion. The same governor also
reached the conclusion ~hat the market was satisfactory in a~no,ther
stock ’after the file had been referred to ~he chairman who feJt that
an improvemen’t in ~he market was necessary.
aa~ The chairman is not involved in off-floor discipline except as a member of the informal
committee, the advisory committee, and the board of governors.
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This procedure for investigating "minor" irregulari’ties
rai~d a
.question wheLher,the floor rules were administered in a uniform fashion. Since the chairman and the floor governors are a changing group,
matters were referred to .any one of 14 governors, and the s+taff did not
participate in inveztigation of the case,s. Furthermore, .one specialist
la2
wouldbe investiga’ting the activities of his fellow specialists,
Under ’the procedure formerly in effect, a determination Shat a sp.eci~list had failed to mez~Exchangestandards was frequen’tly di’sposed
of by an oral admoni.tion by a floor governor or the chairman. The
informality with which these inciden~ were handled crea~ted some
likelihood tha~.the membersinvolved would lightly regard the admonition received~ as would .appoar ’to have been the case wi.th respect to
various floor trading violations? "~ Another problem was that potentially serious violations might be disposed of by means of a han.dwri~ten note on a file by the chairman or a floor governor.
This method of handling "minor" violations was expl.ained in various ways by witnesses before the study. A prominen.t specialist and
governor was of the opinion that there would be "some resen,tmen~"
on the part of a specialist if a staff memberasked him why he was not
making a better market in a particular stock. He also n.oted ’that he
believed floor governors were better qualified to condu~t these investigations because they knew the conditions under which ~hese transactions took place. A former vice chairman .of ~he board, when asked
whether he had ever found any reluctance on ’the part of floor members ~o complywi’th decisions madeby ~he sbaff~ stated :
It’s like everything else, when you are the boss and somebody el.se suggests
something to you, sometimes you are, let’s say, a li’ttle
reluctant ’to .accept it
although you would accept it from your chief. * * *

The attitude of the floor is highlighted by a former chairman’s testimonyto the effect that the chairman is "the chief on the floor." When
asked whether the president had "any authority on the floor," he replied : "The president never comesto the floor, only to visit."
Subsequent to questioning by the Special Study of various floor
governors, the Exchange changed its procedure with regard to these
"minor" violations in October 1962. Under the new procedure, the
sta.ff is empoweredto investigate possible irregularities without first
referring the matter to the chairman and a floor governor. The staff
can now go directly to the memberand make its inquiry. If the staff
believes that a minor infraction has occurred, it can write to the member and caution him or refer the matter to the advisory committee.
The vice president in charge of the Floor Department also testified
that the Exchange had reappraised its system of policing specialists
in the fall of 1961 and had increased its surveillance of their activities
early in 1962. He indicated that developments at the American Stock
Exchange were a factor in the increased consciousness of this aspect
of the Exchange’sactivity.
b. Regulation of specialists
(1) Registration of specialists and allocation of securities
NYSErule 103 requires that a memberof the Exchange be registered
as specialist in a security before he is permitted to act in that capacity
¯a~ In one instance, a chairman investigated the continuity of transactions and the spread
in ~a
quotations
in a below.
stock in which his ownspecialist firm was registered.
See sec. 4.c,
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on the floor. Under a policy which became effective in January 1963,
the Exchange does not permit a memberto act as specialist until he
has passed a written examination. TM Prior to that time, the Exchange only required a memberinterested in acting as specialist to
register with the Floor Department as an associate specialist for a
specified period of time determined by the chairman, ranging from 30
to 90 days~ depending on the background and previous exDerience of
the applicant. During that period the applicant was permitted to act
as a specialist under the guidance of a regular or relief specialist. At
its end the applicant was given an oral test by the chairman or a floor
governor selected by the chairman, and was questioned as to "his understanding of his responsibility as a specialist." According to one floor
governor, no one failed this oral examination while he was a governor.
The allocation of securities to specialists (including newly listed
securities and those, already traded, which are shifted from one specialist to another) is within the authority of the board of governors.
Usually the board acts on the basis of recommendations made by the
advisory committee, which in turn almost invariably follows recommendations made by the floor governors.
Speci.alists interested in allocation of a newsecurity are invited to
appear m person before the floor governors. At meetings to consider
allocations, the Exchange staff presents factual data but makes no
recommendation as to which specialist should receive the stock being
allocated. The floor governors are advised of the number of shares
reserved for options, the present market price and distribution,
and
the performance of each specialist-applicant
on the Exchange participation and stabilization
tests. Under present policy, no consideration is given to the efforts of any particular specialist in bringing
about the listing or the recommendation of the ~companyor it~ in~vestment banker.
At hearings held in June 1961 on the bill to establish the Special
Study, NYSEPresident Funston testified :
* * * when it
stocks principally
In other
words,
~
more to allocate

comes to allocating
stocks
at the Exchange, our board assigns
on the basis of the past performance of the specialist
as dealer.
on his record.
On the American
Exchange
the procedure
was
stocks,
on the basis of how the listing
was obtained.

The latter consideration apparently entered to some degree into NYSE
allocations prior to that time. Thus, a few months before Funston
testified,
the Exchange had allocated the newly listed commonstocks
of Hewlett-Packard Co. to a particular specialist firm. In connection
with the listing, the president of Itewlett-Packard advised the Exchang.e that this firm had "been very helpful during the past several
years in discussing with us the various aspects of listing on the New
York Stock Exchange, and they haste been helpful to us in moving te
apply for listing at this time." For a period of approximately 2 years
prior to listing, there were visits and discussions in California and
NewYork between partners of the firm and representatives
of Hewlett-Packard, of which the Exchange was kept advised, and the company namedthe firm as its first choice as specialist. The floor gov~ See ch. II.B.2.c.
~ Hearings before subcommittee
of the House Committee on Interstate
Commerceon tt.J. Res. 438, 87th Cong., 1st sess., at p. 114 (I9t11).
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ernors recommendedthat it be allocated to this firm over 13 other
136
specialists whoapplied for the stock, and the board approved.
The fact that allocations formerly were affected by whether the
specialist induced the listing is confirmed, by the testimony of a prominent specialist and former NYSEchairman before the Special Study
in September 1962 when he stated that under a policy in effect until
¯
"
" "
brought
"a
on ~e~s~irntg~haeg~i’o~f~a’oS~PeerCn~l’~stw2~d°~::ro~etnl~a~
ht~de security
be allocated to him. The Exchange had allocated to this specialist’s
firm the commonstock of Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of NewYork, Inc.~
at the time of its listing in August 1960. The staff of the Exchange
noted for the floor governors that the specialist had maintained close
contact with the companyand had given the staff advance notice of
the public sale which qualified the companyfor listing, and added that
"on this basis it would appear that he may have been helpful in securing the listing."
It should be noted that of ~the newlistings in recent years~ considerably fewer resulted from the efforts of specialists than was the case
with the Annex.13~ The large N¥SEstaff charged with obtaining new
listings gave less opportunity for specialists to obtain credit for inducing them.
The request of a companyabout to be listed~ or of its investment
banker~ to allocate the stock to a p~rticular specialist was also considered by the floor governors in recommendingallocations prior to
the middle of 1961. The Exchange appeared to have no clear policy
on the matter, but there were numerous instances during the years
1959 and 1960 whenspecialists were allocated securities after they had
been requested by issuers or their investment bankers..
The allocation
of the commonstock of Ampex Corp. in January
:[959 illustrates what appears to have been the former Exchange practice with regard to the recommendations of company officials.
The
companysuccessfully requested allocation of its stock to u particular
specialist firm~ stating that the firm had been recommendedby its
investment banker and that a p~rtner had visited the company’s plant~
met its principal officials~ and was well informed on the company’s
l~s
affairs,
The former practice of allocating securities to specialists
who
brought about the listing or who were recommended by the company
or its investment banker raised the question of ~vhether the security
was allocated in a manner likely to produce a well-balanced specialist
system, and also presented the risk of establishing a relationship between specialist and issuer that might result in the improper exchange
of confidential information or the contravention of specialist requiremerits. ~s~ The latter problem is illustrated by the allocation of the
commonstock of International Rectifier Corp. late in 1960.
¯ ~ The same specialist
firm was allocated the commonstock of Universal Oil Products Co.
upon the listin~
of that company’s shares on Apr. 1, 1959, after the company’s board
chairman advised the NYSEthat a partner of the firm had encouraged the company to list.
~a~ See the staff report on the Amex, app. XII-A.
~a Other securities
allocated during 1959 and 19~0 to specialists
recommended by a company or its Investment b~nker i~clude Avnet Electronics Corp., CrowelI-C<>llier Publi.~hing
Co., First Charter Financial Corp., Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., Perktn-Elmer Corp.,
and Trans.itron Electronics
Corp.
~so See the discussion of the Exchange’s specialist-corporation
liaison program in ch.
VI.D.7.e.
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The staff of the Exchange was responsible for the listing, ttowever, at the request of officials of the company, Jefferson Marcus and
Irwin Schloss, Exchange specialists
associated in a joint account,
visited the company’soffices. The president of the companythereafter
recommended to the Exchange that Marcus and Schloss be appointed
specialists,
and noted that Schloss had spent 1 week meeting persons
connected with the companyand giving suggestions in connect ion with
the preparation of the listing application. The floor governors recommendedallocation of the stock to Marcus and Schloss, and the recommendation was adopted by the board.
A subsequent investigation by the Exchangedisclosed that the president of the company, prior to listing, had granted optio.ns to Marcus
and Sehloss to buy 10,000 shares each of the company’sstock at a price
near the then market. These options were neither reported to the
Exchange nor canceled when the stock was admitted to trading. The
matter was referred to the board, which determined that the failure
of Marcusand Sehloss to report their options constituted a violation of
rule 424; the continued holding of the options was in violation of the
spirit of rule 105 ; and their principal transactions as specialists while
holding the options were in violation of rule 96. Each was fined $5,000
and their specialist registration in International Rectifier was canceled.
(2 ) Specialist surveillance techniques
Individual specialists and speciMist firms are subject to particular
Exchang~surveillance with respect to both their capital position and
their performanceas specialist. Individual specialists are sent a financial questionnaire three times annually by the Floor Department to
1~°
determine their compliance with the specialist capital requirement.
Specialists who are membersof firms are checked by financial questionnaires and by visits conducted by the Department of MemberFirms.
During the period studied, from J~nu~ry 1, 1957, through December
31, 1962, the Exchangehad no disciplinary cases for failure to comply
with these requirements.
The Exchange employs elaborate procedures to mes~sure the performance of its specialists.
The standards by which the Exchange
judges specialist
performance and their adequacy are described in
chapter VI.D. The discussion here will principally concern the techniques employed to determine whether specialists have complied with
the Exchange standards as to rate of participation,
percentage of
stabilization, size of "carryover" positions, continuity of transactions,
and size of spreads.
The basic document of specialist surveillance is Exchange form 81
(app. VI.E). Specialists are required to submit this form quarterly
for all their transactions during 2-week periods selected by the Floor
Department on a surprise basis. The forms require information as
to date, time, numberof shares bought or sold, price, tick, and position at the time of each transaction during the 9, weeks. On the
basis of these reports, the Exchange compiles a rating for each specialist unit with respect to its rate of participation, extent of stabilization, and size of "carryover" position, a copy of which is sent to the
unit. Failure to meet specified Exchange standards may result in a
¯ ~ For a discussion
VI.D.4.c.

of the specialist

capital

requirement

and its

adequacy,

see oh.
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disciplinary action ; two such actions were brought during the period
from January 1, 1957, through December 31, 1962. The data are
used by the Floor Department in determinin~ specialist
compliance
with the Commission’s short-selling
rule. "l/he Floor Department
may also obtain a form 81 from a specialist unit covering dealings in
a particular period, entirely apart from quarterly filings, in connection with any security about which the Floor Department has some
question. The Floor Department uses these form 81’s to prepare
sequence sheets showing the extent and nature of specialist participation in such securities.
In view of the importance attached to these form 81’s by the Exchange, their accuracy is extremely important. In mid-1961, the
Exchange began to spot check the data supplied on form 81 against
the data supplied by specialists
to the Exchange on form 121, a
weekly form which includes, among other things, total purchases and
sales affected by specialists in the course of performing their specialist
function. In 1962 the Exchange also began to spot check the form
81’s and form 121’s against the statements of specialists’
accounts
maintained by clearing agents.
The Floor Department also conducts studies to determine the price
variation between sales and the size of spreads in quotations. Such
studies are conducted in the case of unusual trading situations and also
during the first 90 days of ~ new listing. During the first 11 months
of 1961, the Exchange conducted 3,939 studies of specialist performance, apart from the quarterly 2-week studies of all specialists. Approximately one-third of these were on sequence sheets and reflected
trading by time, price, volume, and tick, while the remainder were
market inquiries as to the size of variations between sales and the size
of spreads between bids and offers, including 37 90-day studies, 984
30-day studies, and 1,520 1-day studies.
While the elaborate statistical system of specialist surveillance employed by the Exchange gathers considerable data concerning specialists’ rates of participation, the extent of their "stabilizing" transactions (to the extent determinable by the "tick" test), and other indications of the kinds of markets made by them, 1~1 it is not generally
geared to the detection of cases of major improprieties.
Since April 1962, however, the Exchange has required specialists
to report weekly to the Floor Department all transactions in stocks
in which they are registered by customers carried by their member
organizations, serviced by them or any participants or employees in
their member organizations,
or introduced by them or their member
1.~
organizations to another memberorganization on a disclosed basis.
An examiner-accountant has the responsibility,
among other duties,
for checking into transactions by public customers of specialists in
stocks in which they are registered. These reports and the Exchange’s
examination of statements of specialists’ accounts maintained by clearing agents provide not only a check on what specialists have reported
to the Exchange but also the extent and kinds of activities in .which
they and their customers engage. It is noteworthy that the most
~4~ For a discussion of the manner tn which these various tests
full picture of specialist activity, see ch. VI.D.
~ NYSE rule 111.

fall

short

of providing a
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serious specialist disciplinary case discussed below developed from
an examination of a specialist
account by an Exchange accountant.
As part of its specialist surveillance program, the Exchange also
relies on the stock watching program and expects governors, floor
officials, and membersto report unusual situations to the staff. In
view of the nature of the floor operation, it is frequently difficult to
detect rule violations unless a memberwho was an eyewitness is willin~ to report the matter.
Public complaints are referred to the Floor Department if the complainant raises a question as to the kind of market being maintained
an a particular security or the conduct of memberson the floor. In
contrast to the procedure of the Department of MemberFirms, a copy
of the complaint is not sent to the specialist or member involved,
soliciting his comments, and the staff membersof the Floor Department do not discuss the allegations
with him. While the Floor
Department invariably investigates the facts surrounding the situation in question, generally preparing a study of the sequence of trading,
it tends to defend the actions of the memberagainst the public complaint. An example was the handling of a public complaint regarding
the market in Collins Radio on May11, 1962. A memberof the public
requested the Exchange to investigate the role of the specialist in a
transaction involving 2,400 shares sold on that day. After being
advised of the facts developed by the staff, the chairman was quoted
in an internal memorandum
to the effect that the specialist had done
a "particularly bad job" in Collins Radio in buying stock for his own
account at a low price and then permitting the stock to rise precipitously on 100-share lots. He also noted that this type of performance leads to complaints because customers are dissatisfied
at
selling at the bottom and then seeing the stock rise on small volume
to the price at which it was selling prior to the execution of their
orders. The Exchange, in its response to the complaint, described
the market on that day and concluded that the sale of 2,400 shares
wasat u "fsfir price."
The need for ~ surveillance program with more emphasis on specialist practices is highlighted by the failure of the Exchange staff to
be aware of the practice of more than two-thirds of the Exchange’s
specialists,
revealed in the Special Study’s questionnaire EX-1, of
accepting "not held" orders in violation of the Exchange Act and
~
specific Exchange ruling?
Furthermore, the Exchange’s surveillance program has been largely
ineffective in dealing with the conflicts of interest arising from the
specialist’s unique position. Until recently, the Exchange’s examination procedures did not include the reconstruction of specialists’
"books" to determine whether they have properly handled the situations ~vhich may arise from their dual role as principals and agents.
In those instances uncovered by the Exchange staff where conflict
problems were present, the Exchange paid little, if any, attention to
this aspect of the cases. ~ The accumulation of statistical
data
specialist performance must be combined with a greater sensitivity
to the problems of the specialist system and a day-to-day knowledge
of the kinds of activities a, nO. practices engagedin by specialists.
See ch. VI.D.7.b.
See ch. VI.D.
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(3) Specialist disciplinary cases
During the 6-year period from January 1, 1957, through December 31, 1962, the Exchange brought five disciplinary cases against
specialists.
Two of these cases involved failure to meet Exchange
standards of participation in transactions by the specialists. In one
of them, one of two competing specialist units dominated transactions
in a particular
stock. The Exchange permitted the other firm to
withdraw as specialist,
but reprimanded its membersfor failing to
perform their specialist dealer function. In the other, a competing
specialist with an extremely low dealer participation rate indicated
to the Exchange staff that this low rate was due to a capital problem.
His specialist registration in that stock was canceled by the Exchange.
The three other specialist disciplinary cases dealt with more serious
problems. One of these was the action against Marcus & Schloss, involving the retention by them of options in the commonstock of a company in whose stock they specialized, which was described above in
b(1).
A fourth proceeding was instituted against John K. Cloud, a specialist registered in 14 stocks, including Reynolds Metals. A commission broker had asked Cloud for a quote in Reynolds Metals and was
told that stock was offered at 24. Whenhe asked Cloud for the size
of the offer, he was told that he could buy 300 shares at 24, but that
500 shares would print on the tape. The broker was not told that
Cloud was purchasing 200 shares for his own account, and only when
the broker happened to be in the crowd when names were being exchanged did he discover this and report it to a governor. In July
1962 the advisory committee censured Cloud and fined him $500. The
action of the committeewas based on Cloud’s failure to offer to sell the
broker 500 shares at 24 since he had that muchstock to sell on balance,
or to inform the broker of the fact that he was purchasing stock at the
opening price for his own account.
Although in its investigation the Exchange staff developed that 900
shares had been traded but only 500 printed, this fact was not an element in the disciplinary action of the advisory committee. The minutes of its meeting indicate that the "size of the print was to cover
the largest sell order." This apparently satisfied the committee of
compliance with the policy that the tape must accurately reflect the
transactions taking place on the floor.
In testimony before the Special Study, Cloud was asked why he
failed to print all 900 shares. He stated that in arranging an opening, he does not pay too muchattention to the orders that are paired
off, and that his "responsibility is to see that the largest amountthat’s
involved in a trade is printed." He went on to testify that he would
arrange for the printing of a "round amount" of stock, such as 1,500,
5,000, or 10,000 shares, which was large enough to cover the largest
orders. In answer to a question as to why he wouldn’t print all of the
shares which traded at an opening, Cloud answered:
Well, it’s just an arbitrary
opening. It’s a good opening. It’s within a few
hundred shares of actually what did take place. I didn’t see any particular
point
in printing the full exact amount. I don’t want to create any feeling that there
is more activities
probably than there is in the stock because a pairoff doesn’t
affect the market one way or the other. But I do want to print enough to protect the buyers and the sellers.
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The last disciplinary action against a specialist during this period
was taken by the Exchange in November 1962. Michael Rosenberg
was suspended for 3 months and two of his partners were censured
for accepting "not held" orders and for makinga false statement to the
Commission in connection with their answer to the Special Study’s
specialist
questionnaire (EX-1) regarding the acceptance of such
14~
orders.
Rosenberg testified before the staff of the Exchangethat he
gave a false answer to the question regarding "not held" orders on
EX-1, and that he did so because he did not wish to admit, in a questionnaire to be filed with the Commission, that he had been knowingly
violating the Exchange Act since 1959~ by executing "not held" orders.
Rosenberg’s statements before the Exchange staff were commendably
candid :
Q.
filed
A.
Q.
A.

Is it to be understood you knew this at the time and therefore
a false answer on this question ?
That woul.d be correct.
Do you have anything you would care to say concerning this?
No, sir.

willfully

The Exchange examiners returned to the matter later the same day :
Q. I just wanted to be sure I understood one thing. On this questionnaire
you filed with the SEC, question 7, it says you did not handle orders on a "not
held" basis.
A. On a "not held."
Q. In view of all these orders that have been shown to you, and the times
that they were handled on a "not held" basis, do you mean that you deliberately
made a misstatement on the questionnaire
to the SEC?
A. The answer would have to be "yes."

Andonce again several days later :
Q. This is in summary on your own understanding.
As I understand
it you
were clear in your own mind what was being referred to here, as you said before,
was the type of orders that we call "not held" orders, and you just didn’t want
to incriminate yourself ?
A. That is correct.

Based on these admissions, four charges were filed with the board
against Rosenbeig and his partners. The latter two charges, based on
the incorrect answers, raised no issue of their being unintentional~ since
their inten.tional nature had been previously admitted to the staff.
The minutes of the board meeting that considered the case do not reflect any finding that the false answer was unintentional. The first
time the notion that the answer was "unintentional" appeared was in
the press release issued by the Exchangein the case. In reply to a letter from the Commission’s Division of Tr~ding and Exchanges regarding the disposition of this matter, Exchange President Funston
stated that the Board considered the testimony given before the staff
and the members’ defense in which they stated that they erroneously
acknowledged giving an incorrect answer and in which they claimed
their answer actually was correct; from this the Board concluded that
1~
the incorrect answer was unintentional.
a~ For a discussion of "not held" orders, see ch. ¥I.D.7.b.
~*~ Of the two charges based on the false answer on the questionnaire, charge 3 alleged
that the giving of the answer was conduct inconsistent with just and equitable principles
of trade, while the fourth charge alleged that this conduct was an act detrimental to the
interest or welfare of the Exchange. The Board dismissed charge 3 but found the members
guilty under charge 4.
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e. Regulation of floor traders
The role of the floor trader in the exchange market is described in
chapter VI.F as a vestige of the former "private club" atmosphere of
the Exchange which should not be permitted to continue. The discussion of their regulation in this subsection is confined to Exchangeenforcement of the floor trading rules currently in effect.
One method employed by the Exchange to prevent violations of the
floor trading rules is the supervision over traders exercised by floor
governors, floor officials, and specialists. Each specialist has the power
to disperse floor traders if he finds that they are "congregating" or
"dominating" or are "conspicuous" in the market of one of his stocks.
Floor governors and floor officials have similar powers. Since specialists, floor officials, and floor governors are conducting their ownbusinesses on the floor, this kind of surveillance is somewhatless {han
systematic. Noneof the specialists, floor governors, o.r floor officials
whotestified before the Special Study could recall a situation in which
they found floor traders engaging in these activities requiring action
on their part.
The principal method of floor trader surveillance by the Exchange
is through the use of form 82 (app. VI-G), which is required to
filed daily, by 10 a.m. on the next trading day, by every member~vho
has initiated or originated a transaction on the floor other than as a
specialist or odd-lot dealer. The form requires information as to the
date and time of each transaction, stock symbol, number of shares.
bought or sold (long or short), price, tick, and opening position. Each
day the staff of the Floor Department separates the reported transactions by individual stocks, and all transactions in a particular stock are
then arranged chronologically and reviewed to determine whether the
traders complied with the requirements of the floor trading rules. The
forms are also checked to determine whether the Commission’s short
selling rule has been observed. Exchangesurveillance over floor trad-.
ers thus rests principally on a reporting system, under which members
are expected to report their floor trades accurately and completely.
There have been instances in the past few years of membersfailing
to file the required floor trading forms. In one case a memberfailed to
file form 82’s on 68 separate occasions in a 5-month period. He ex-p]ained that an error was madeby a clerk at his clearing agent.
In addition, manyreports are filed late; for example,, two members
filed form 82’s in 1962 covering floor trades for periods of more than
14 months and more than 12 months. The late filing of form 82’s
obviously creates complications for the staff in its review. The vice
president in charge of the Floor Department testified that if a floor
trading report were filed even a day late it would impede his department’s review of floor trading activity. He did indicate, however,
that if a report were received late the staff could go back to reconstruct
the situation in those stocks for the days in question.
In light of the use to which the form 82’s are put. the accuracy of
the information supplied is materially important. The vice president
in charge of the Floor Department also testified that for at least the
past 15 years the figures sul~plied on form 8g by membershave been
spot checked against form 121. ~ Currently these two forms are spot
See subsec, b, above, for a description
96-746--63--pt.
4----~37

of form 121.
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checked by the Exchange four times annually for ~ 1-week period.
However, even whenform 82’s and 19,1’s check out against one another,
a membermay have failed to report floor trades on either form. 14s To
determine whether the form 82’s and 121’s are accurate the Exchange
commencedin 1962 to check the figures supplied on these forms against
members’statements of account.
The Special Study spot checked the accuracy of form 89,’s (which
are also filed with the Commission) by comparing them against form
19~l’s and statements of account. Eight floor trading accounts were
reviewed for periods ranging from 2 to 5 months, depending on the
extent of activity in the accou.nt. These accounts were selected
lowing a review of form 82’s of approximately 175 members, and
were taken from those who had filed late floor trading reports. At
the time of selection th.e Special Study had no indication as to the
accuracy of the form 82’s filed by these accounts, only that certain
of the reports had been filed late.
Of the eight accounts examined, four reported their floor trades on
form 82 in a complete and accurate fashion, except for minor discrepancies. Of the remaining four accounts, an examination of the account
of one floor trader for the period from October 30, 1961, through
December 22, 1961, revealed 9, days on which form 82 reported fewer
shares purchased than was reflected on forra 121 and the statement of
account. A check of forms filed by another trader indicated that
on 4= days in June 1969, he had failed to file form 82 although his form
121 indicated floor trading activity on those days. In addition, there
were discrepancies between the purchases and sales reflected on his
statement compared to the transactions reported on his form 82 or
form 121 on 6 other days in the month. A review of forms filed by
a third trader indicated that on 1 day in the period from August 9,8,
1961, through December 9,9, 1961, he filed no form 82 despite the
fact that his statement and form 19,1 indicated floor trading activity,
and that on 10 other days within this period discrepancies appeared
between pu.rchases and sales reflected on his statement and those
reported on his form 82.
The largest numerical discrepancies between form 82’s and 19,1’s
were discovered in the account of a fourth trader. During the period
from October 30, 1961, through December29, 1961, the form 82’s filed
by this firm showed "on floor" purchases of ~6,720 shares, long sales
of 64,050 shares, and short sales of 15,800 shares. For the same period, form 19,1 reported ~.o "on floor" transactions, but reported as
"off floor" transactions 19,1,500 shares purchased, and 181,800 shares
sold (of which88,800 were identified as short sales).
The discrepancies in these accounts go to the integrity of the reporting system. In the case of the discrepancies in the fourth instance
mentioned, although it appears that the problem was on form 121
rather than on form 82, the volume of transactions involved reflects
~4s
on the firm’s and the Exchange’s procedures.
~s In January 1962, the staff report on the American Stock Exchange (aDp. XII-A) revealed that floor traders on that exchange had substantial
discrepancies
between reports
given to the exchange and their actual transactions.
~s The Exchange has also accepted form 82’s in which a Darticular
member places a
symbol in the column calling
for the size of his position.
The symbol is known to the
Exchange staff as indicating
a position
in excess of 500 shares.
In one stock with a
relatively
small floating supply, U.S. Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., the position of
this member has been as large as 10,400 shares.
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During the 6 years from January 1, 1957, through December 31,
1962, only one floor trader was disciplined by the Exchange. This
occurred on September 19, 1957, when the chairman fined a member
$100 for repeated late filings of form 82.15° In no other case du.ring
this 6-year period was a memberdisciplined for failure to file floor
trading reports, filing late or inaccurate reports, or violating the floor
trading rules.
The procedure followed by the staff when it locates an apparent
violation of floor trading rules is to refer the matter to the chairman.TM
Nor~nally, if it is determined that a violation of the rules has taken
place, the chairman sends a letter to that effect to the member. If
multiple violations are involved, the member may be called to the
chairman’s office for an additional warning.
There is an apparent reluctance, however, to impose disciplinary
sanctions on floor traders, despite repeated violati~ons of the floor trading rules. For example, a floor trader violated the floor trading rules
on three separate occasions in 1959 in less than 3 months. Admther
floor trader violated the floor trading rules on two occasions in 1958
and two other occasions in 1959. Still another trader had separate
violations of the floor trading rules in 1959, 1960, and 1961. Follo~v-ing the 1961 violation, the chairman advised him that he should be
careful that all his transactions were made in acco~rdance with the
floor trading rules. In January 1962, he violated the same provision
of the floor trading rule that he had violated in 19~1 and about which
he had been warned. In another floor trading situation, a memberwa~s
found to have violated the floor trading rules five times in 1958 and
in May 1959. The Exchange took no disciplinary
action against any
of the floor traders mentioned.
d. E~]orce~nentof t/te gratuities rule
Although the applicability of the Exchange’s regulation ~of the payment of gratuities to Exchange and memberfirm employees is not confined to the floor, it is particularly significant in connection with floor
supervision. Rule 350 prohibits the payment of gratuities
to Exchange employees without the consent of the Exchange, or to member
firm employees without the consent of the firm and the Exchange. The
rule is intended to preclude payments by membersto obtain business
or receive preferential treatment or fa~o.rs, and other practices which
approach or amount to commercial bribery.
The Exchange has had only two cases involving this rule in recent
years. The first case involved a floor member, Stanley M. Roth, who
in December 1959 asked J. Truman Bidwell, then vice chairman and
subsequently chairman, whether he could give 39 Exchange pages who
workedin a particular area of the floor $5 each as a Christmas gratuity.
Bidwell, after consulting with the chairman, informed Roth that he
could not give the prop.osed gratuity. Despite this decision, Roth
distributed
$195 in Christmas gifts. He was censured and fined
$1,000.
The second case involved Bidwell himself. Enforcement of rule 350
figured prominently in his recent trial in the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of NewYork on charges of tax evasion, which
¯ ~o The constitution
does not give the chairman authority
to impose a fine.
¯ s~ This procedure was in effect until October 1962, when it was modified in the manner
described in sec. 4.a, above.
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resulted in his acquittal. Involved in the charges against him was his
claim of more than $28,000 as deductions for bonuses and gratuities on
his 1956 and 1957 Federal income tax returns.
At his trial Bidwell testified that he rewarded employees of member
firms, and employees of. the Exchange. for their assistance to him with
gifts of cash, gift certificates,
and hquor. He described his practice
as follows :
I would say that it has been my habit and the habit of many, many members
of the Stock Exchange to give gratuities
and from time to time liquor, money, to
help people out who have in turn helped me ~ut in the operation of my business.

In accounting for claimed bonuses and gratuities
which were not
reflected on the worksheets maintained in his office, Bidwell explained :
Well, there is al~vays, an oc~:asion to. give money away downtown. These people
are human, they have their problem,s,,
they have ’their anniversaries,
they have
their children, and it is a custom in Wall Street to reward people that help you ;
and during the year retirements
take place. There is any number of reasons that
you can disburse
money. There is football
games, there is baseball
games-things that you do for boys.

Whenquestioned about the applicability

of rule 350, he a.nswered:

I think all members of the Stock Exchange live up to
to that there is a rule of reason. I have written the
approval for gifts..
I have done that. On the other
is in trouble and needs a $50 bill I am n.ot going to
Exchange.

the rule, but in addition
Stock Exchange asking for
hand, if I know some boy
bother writing the Stock

When asked whether other Exchange members g~ve liquor and gifts
on occasion to employees of member firms without seeking Exchange
permission, Bidwell replied: "I think they have been doing it from
time immemorial." He also testified
that other Exchange members
who were in business for themselves probably g~ve gratuities
of
comparable amounts.
Bidwell was also examined ~t the trial regarding his participation
in the Roth disciplinary case. Whenasked whether Roth was penalized for violating his instructions, Bidwell testified:
* * * I don’t know of any members, giving gratuities,
talking to the chairman or the vice chairman. Ia this
pened to do it.

that would even bother
instance,
Mr. Roth hap-

After the trial, the Exchangeinvestigated Bidwe]l’s ~pparent violations of rule 350. The Exchange fom~d 44 instances of not obtaining
consent for gratuities of $3,135 for Christmas gifts, as well as 7 cash
gifts, 53 liquor gifts, and an undetermined number of gifts of sports
tickets. The board of governors imposed the penalty of c~nsure by
the chairman (Bidwell’s successor after his resignation) for violation
of rule 350. It was satisfied that his activities did not constitute
’.’buying business," and that his violations were "careless and technical
m nature, but nevertheless serious, particularly in view of his former
position of leadership."
Bidwell’s testimon-y suggests wholesale violations of rule 350 by
himself and others, ~s~ and his own violations were substantiated by
the Exchange’s investigation.
His testimony emphasizes the importance of order clerks as having the authority to originate business
~ In response to an inquiry from the Commission’s Division of Trading and Exchanges,
the NYSEadvised that as a result of examinations of individual members conducted in
1962, it had found "some laxity" among members in obtaining Exchange permission for
gifts. The Exchange advised, however, that it determined the amounts given without permission were in general of a size and nature it would have approved.
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for floor brokers; they were .among the principal recipients of his
largesse. In light of Bidwell’s participation in the Roth case and in
view of the penalty assessed in that. case, the disposition of Bidwell’s
violations raises doubts about the consistency with which the Exchange assesses penalties.
5. ARBITRATION
The Exchange maintains facilities
for the arbitration of disputes
between nonmembers and member firms, as well as between members
and other members. The arbitration
procedures for both categories
are in most respects similar; the procedures for nonmemberdisputes
are especially important to the public because the Exchange generally
refers public complainants to arbitration for determination of their
claims against memberfirms.
For nonmemberarbitration
there are different groups from which
a five-man arbitration
panel can be selected. The nonmember may
have the panel selected from the board of arbitration, which is composed of 15 members and allied members who are not members of the
board of governors and are aopointed annua]lY Y
b the chairman ~
"’
:=
The board of arbitration sits only in NewYork City. Alternative"’1 y
the nonmember may have his claim decided by the so-called "mixed
panels." There are securities (consisting of persons connected with
the Exchange community) and nonsecurities
panels (consisting
corporate executives, lawyers, etc.) in 10 cities," whose membersare
selected by the chairman? ~ If the nonmember chooses to have his
case heard by a mixed panel sitting outside l~ew York City, the tribunal consists o£ two membersof the securities panel and three members
of the nonsecurities panel from that city. If the nonmemberchooses
to have his claim heard by a mixed panel sitting in :New York City,
the tribunal consists of one memberof the board of arbitration,
one
memberof the NewYork securities p~nel, and three members o.f the
NewYork n(msecurities panel. Controversies between parties who are
members, allied members, or member organizations mus~ be submitted
~
to the board of arbitration?
The following table XII-~ indicates the cases heard by the various
tribunals during the years 1957-61. Of 1~7 cases, only 1~: were heard
outside NewYork City (11 percent of the total).
TABLE XII-a.--Number

of NYSE arbitration
cases
tribunals,
1957--61
1957

Boardof arbitration ......................
Mixed p~nels:
NewYork City .......................
Out of town ..........................
All tribunals ........................

11

1958
11

before

1959
16

various

1960

types

1961
14

of

Total
63

127

~a NYSEconstitution,
art. VIII, see. 4.
a~ Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York City, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Richmond, and San Francisco.
~-~ NYSEconstitution, art. VIII, sec. 4.
~NYSE constitution,
art. VIII, sec. 5. The right of the nonmember to select
his
tribunal is contained in art. VIII, sec. 6. For a discussion of arbitration
before the Exchange Act, see report
of the Committee on Banking and Currency;
"Stock Exchange
Practices," 73d Cong., 2~1 sess. 78-9 (1934).
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5lost arbitration controversies involving nonmemberscome to the
Exchange’s arbitration dir~tor through the public complaint procedure. 15~ A complainant who responds to the Exchange’s letter advising himof its arbitration facilities is sent a pamphletoutlining the
procedures,, together ~vith a sample submission forln. At that point
the matter 1s regardedas an open arbitration case on the records of the
Exchange. To proceed, the complainant must submit
claim setting forth the matters to be arbitrated and, if possible, the
amountclaimed. 158 If the nonmemberfails to submit a statement of
claim within approximately 6 weeks, the arbitration director sends
hima letter stating that his file is being consideredinactive.
Whena statement of claim is filed, the opposing party is furnished
copy and given 10 days in which to file his reply. Oncea submission
is properly executed and filed, the case is set downfor hearing by the
arbitrators whoare selected by the arbitration director by lot. Either
party is entitled to challenge an arbitrator for cause, and the decision
on the challenge is madeby the arbitration director.
The nonmemberis entitled to be represented by counsel. Only if
~
he so elects is the memberfirm similarly entitled to be represented.
Hearings are generally set promptlyand at the hearing the statements
of the p.arties are read to the arbitrators and each is entitled to. make
an opemngstatement. Eachparty is also entitled to present witnesses,
documentaryevidence, and such closing arguments as may be deter~°
mined by the arbitrators, and to cross-examine opposing witnesses2
The personal appearance of the initiating nonmember
is required.
Written awards are madeby the aribtrators; no opinions are written. There is no right of appeal to the board of governors from a decision of any Exchange arbitration panel. ~ The arbitrators assess
costs in their a~vards.
Table XII-b indicates the mannerin which arbitration eases were
disposed of during the years 1957-61, between membersand the publie, and between membersand other members:
TABLE XII-b.--Disposition

of

2VYSE

1957
Inactive for failure to proceed .............
Withdrawn by claimant before hearings_
Settled ...................................
~_ward:
Claimant successful ...................
Claimant dismissed ................
Parties referred to remedies at law_ .......
lurisdiction declined ............................................
All cases ............................

arbitration
1958

cases,

1959

1957-61

1960

1961

Total

20
10
5

20
5
12

19
7
13

27
1
9

43
6
15

129
29
54

8
14

9
10

13
15

6
17

17

g3

1

1

95

338

57

56

70

60

~ In rare situations
the Exchange declines
to accept jurisdiction
over a controversy
on
the ground that the controversy
did not arise out of the member’s business,
or that the
matter had already been adjudicated
by a competent tribunal.
The :Exchange declined
to
accept jurisdiction
in three instances
during the 1957-61 period.
~ N¥SE rule 481.
~ N¥SE rule
483.
~o N¥SE rule 485.
~t N¥SE constitution,
art. VIII, see. 7.
¯ ~e In analyMng these statistics,
it should be noted that not all of these cases involve
claims by investors
ao~ainst
member firms.
For instance,
during the years 1960-61,
5
cases were heard involving
controversies
between members, allied
members, and member
organizations.
During the same period, 8 controversies
between registered
representatives
(considered
"nonmembers") and member firms were heard by different
tribunals.
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It is noteworthy that 129 cases of a total of 338 were considered
inactive because of failure on the part of the claimant to proceed, and
that 29 cases were withdrawn by the claimant before hearings. Thus,
approximately 46 percent of the total arbitration cases during this
period did not reach a hearing. Manyof these inactive or withdrawn
files involved allegations of selling abuses which ~vere first considered
by the Department of Member Firms before they were referred t,o
the arbitration director. In most instances it was impossible to determine ~vhy the investor failed to follow through on his original intention to arbitrate the dispute, but it would seem that dissatisfaction
with the handling of complaints by the Exchange was a factor. Another reason given by some complainants for failure to proceed was
the expense involved, particularly if the nonmemberwas not from one
of the 10 cities in which panels sit and would have had to travel a considerable distance to have his case heard.
A review by the Special Study of arbitration cases disposed of during the years 1960 and 1961 indicates that the arbitration director acting for the Exchange performed his ministerial functions without fayoring either side and that there was no lack of impartiality on the
part of the arbitrators. During these 2 years, claimants were successful in 23 cases which went to arbitration and unsuccessful in 30 cases.
Although the procedures at the ~arious hearings resembled legal
proceedings in a general way, different panels followed different procedures. The arbitrators also varied in the amount of assistance which
they offered to the investor. Investors who did not appear with counsel ~vere occasionally ~t a disadvantage because of their unfamiliarity
with ~he proceedings. Several complainants were unable to understand the proper method of elieiting information from witnesses b.y
means of questioning. They were also at a disadvantage by virtue
of the fact that their opponents were generally partners of member
firms who might have previously participated in such proceedings.
The arbitration
procedure was most frequently used during the
1960-61 period by more sophisticated investors, many of whomwere
active traders with margin accounts dealing in speculative securities.
In several cases, a margin trader was sold out by the memberfirm and
was protesting the procedures employed by the firm. In other eases,
’active traders either sought to avoid transactions or hold member
firms to transactions
whmh they claimed should have been made.
Other arbitration hearings involved alleged failure to execute orders
properly and, in relatively few instances, selling abuses.
The arbitration program is a worthwhile and creditable one. but is
little utilized by the public, particularly outside of the NewYork City
area. The costs and technicalities of such proceedings should be held
to a minimumso that the small investor, who may feel in a particular
instance that he has been treated unfairly, has a convenient, impartial,
and inexpensive forum.
6.

I~UBLIC

RELATIONS AND ADVERTISING I~ROGRA]~’IS

While the Exchange has conducted an advertising and public relations program since 1945, the scope of this program has increased
dramatically during President Funston’s tenure. This increase was
foreshadowed by the Committee of 17 which, in 1949~ questioned "the
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adequacy of the present advertising program and suggest[ed] that
an appraisal be madeof the most effective methods of public relations
:tnd consideration be given to the advisability of securing expert counsel in this field." In his testimony before the Special Study, the chairman of that committee stated that the group felt a more ambitious
program was called for and "we felt that we should get going and try
to do a selling job."
The program is administered by the Exchange’s public relations
and market development group, under the supervision of a vice president. The group is composed of five separate departments: advertising and promotion, investors’ information, public information and
press relations, research and statistics, and special services. The vice
president in charge testified that research and statistics perform certain functions in the public relations area, such as conducting studies
of public opinion, but does not engage exclusively in these a.etivi*ties.
He estimated that $1 to $1.5 million were spent on public relations and
advertising in 1953; almost $2.9 million were spent on these activities
in 1961.1.3 In 1953, 40-45 employees were under his jurisdiction; 105
were in these departments in 1962.
The theme of the Exchange’s current program is "Own Your Share
of American Business." It has many facets, including the use of motion pictures, booklets, newspaper and magazine advertising, radio
and television, a national speakers bureau, ~naterial prepared for the
press, workwith schools and colleges, a ~nagazine, and various exhibits.
Anillustration of the extent of these activities is the fact that an estimated 30,000 separate programs were conducted by the national speaket~ bureau in 1961.
The Exchangetakes part of the credit for the substantial increase in
the number of public shareholders from 1952 to 1962. In 1952 a census
of shareholders indicated that approximately 6.5 million Americans
owned stock in public corporations.
By early 1962 the Exchange
estimated this numberat 17 million individuals, ls~ In a public opinion
survey released in 1960 the Exchange stated that its "broad educationa[ program" has contributed to the rapid increase in the numberof
~
shareowners2
An exchange between President Funston and Senator Fulbright
at the hearings on the stock market held in March 1955 reflects the
Exchange’s views on this program :
The CHA~AS. * * * Mr. Funston, as I understood
your statement,
the function of the exchange is to make a marketplace
for the buying and selling
of
corporate
securities.
Your role is that of a manager in this ~narketplace,
merely to provide facilities
for marketing. Do you think it is proper for a
manager to do a public relations
selling job to induce more people to come into
the market, or do you think your proper role is merely to provide that marketplace ?
Mr. F~JssTos. We believe,
Mr. Chairman, our proper role is to provide the
marketplace,
and we also believe that we have an interest
in maintaining
the
marketplace.
The exchange in no way is doing anything as an institution
to
encourage, as you phrased it, I believe, that people should co~ne into the anarket.place.
The only thing the exchanges does through its public relations
program
is to carry o,n a basic educational
program with the public of the country to
try to tell them what common stocks are about, and how the market operates,
and what our institution
is. We do that because we want the people to know
the exchange and to help them to have confidence in it.
See table XII-1.
N¥SE, "1962 Census of Shareown,ers in America" (1962)
NYSE, "The Investors of Tomorrow" (1960).
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The CHAIRMAN.* * * I thought the main purpose of this educational
campai~o~n was to induce more people to buy common stock. You said in your statemerit that as a result of this caxnpaign nearly I million new customers have
been added to the list of owners of commonstocks.
Mr. FUNSTON. I am sorry,
Senator.
I did not make .myself
clear.
The
function of the exchange is to provide, if you will, a climate, which is favorable
for the actual merchandising
opportunities
of our member firms.
In other
words, the exchange does not sell stocks at all. Our member firms do.
The CI~IAIR~tAN. But your prograzl~ of advertising
is intended, is it not, to
induce more people to purchase common stocks?
Mr. FUNSTON. No, sir. Our advertising
is an institutio.nal
program based
on education and what we aim to do there is to tell people what common stocks
are; where brokers are located ; and how they can go about finding out and deciding for themselves, with the advice of our member firms or qualified people,
whether commonstocks play a part in the picture or not * * *
The CH,~I~MAN. Perhaps that distinction
is too subtle for me to understand.
You describe it as if yo.u were a public school and had no duty other than the
enlightenment
of the public about what the stock [market] is. But back in the
recesses of your mind I suppose it would not disturb you if these people came
into the market and bought more stocks.
Mr. FUNSTON. No, sir. The slogan used by our members is, "Own your share
of American business."
And we hope on a sound basis that in a few years
instead of having 7~ million shareowners,
we will have many, many more.
The CHXII~MAI~. That is what I thought it was. The re~l purpose your members are interested
in is profit.
The more sales, the znore profit they make. I
see nothing wrong with this and I was not trying to make it appear that was
anything
bad, but I am trying
to understand
it. It seems to me the very
obvious objective
and intention
and motive for this program is not merely
public service, but to generate more sales of stocks for the benefit of your members, is it not?
It is to create a
Mr. FUNSTOIq. BUt the exchange does not sell the stock.
climate
in which we hope our members~
The C~aMA~. But your znembers sell stock.
~’~
Mr. FUFISTON.Will be able to sell stock. That is correct.

Among the techniques .employed by the Exchange to encourage
public share ownership ~s the annual distributio~
of millions of
booklets~ brochures~ pamphlets~ and reprints. For example~ the Exchange publishes a booklet which~ among other things~ lists common
stocks traded on the Exchange that have paid a cash dividend every
3 months for more than 20 years. A similar booklet~ entitled "Dividends Over the Years~" contains some textual material on the planning of an investment program~ together with a list o~ all Exchange
commonstocks that have paid ~ cash dividend in each year for 25
years or more. The Exchange encourages investment clubs in various
pamphlets and also distributes ~n "investment guide" in booklet form.
This booklet contains a series of articles explaining the mechanics of
investing and suggests that investors tailor their investments to the
risks they can afford~ obtain the necessary facts~ ke~p some money
available ~or emergencies~ and get good investment advice from member firms. The Exchange also provides its me~nb~rfirms with folders~
similar to greeting cards~ in which shares of stock may be inserted
as gifts. One such ~older reads: "Happy Birthday .
Here’s Your
Share of American Business."
On~ of the key aspects of the Exchange~s public relations and advertising
program has been the Monthly Investment Plan (MIP).
This program~ which began in 1953~ permits investors to purcha~
listed securities on a periodic basis and does not require that a full
share be purchased in each installment. Periodic payments, not less
~Hearlngs before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, "Stock Market
Study," Mar.3, 1955, at pp. 12-13.
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The CHAIRMAN.* * ¢ I thought the main purpose o.f this educational
campaign was to induce more people to buy common stock. ~-ou said in your statemerit that as a result of this ca~npaign nearly 1 million new customers have
been added to the list of owners of commonstocks.
Mr. FUNSTON. I am sorry,
Senator.
I did not make .myself
clear.
The
function of the exchange is to provide, if you will, a climate, ~vhich is favorable
for the actual merchandising
opportunities
of our ~neniber firms.
In other
words, the exchange does not sell stocks at all. Our member titans do.
The C~AIRMAN.But your progra~ of advertising
is intended,
is it not, to
induce more people to purchase common stocks?
Mr. FUNSTON. NO, sir. Our advertising
is an institutional
program based
on education and what we aim to do there is to tell people what common stocks
are; where brokers are located; and ho~v they can go about finding out and deciding for themselves, with the advice of our member firms or qualified
people,
~vhether commonstocks play a part in the picture or not * * *
The CHAIRMAN.Perhaps that distinction
is too subtle for me to understand.
You describe it as if you were a public school and had no duty other than the
enlightenment
of the public about what the stock [market] is. But back in the
recesses of your mind I st~ppose it would not disturb you if these people came
into the market and bought more stocks.
Mr. FUNSTON. NO, sir. The slogan used by our members is, "Own your share
of American business."
And we hope on a sound basis that in a few years
instead of having 7½ million shareowners,
~ve will have many, ninny more.
The C~IAIRMAN. That is ~vhat I thought it was. The real purpose your members are interested
in is profit.
The more sales, the ~nore profit they make. I
see nothing wrong ~vith this and I was not trying to make it appear that was
anything
bad, but I am trying
to understand
it. It seems to me the very
obvious objective
and intention
and motive for this program is not merely
public service, but to generate more sales of stocks for the benefit of your members, is it not ?
Mr. FUNSTON. But the exchange does not sell the stock.
It is to create a
cli~nate
in which we hope our members-The CHAIaM~N.But your znembers sell stock.
~
Mr. FUNSTON.Will be able to sell stock. That is correct.

Among the techniques .employed by the Exchange to encourage
public share ownexship ~s the annual distribution
o~ millions of
booklets~ brochures, p~mphlets~ and reprints. For example, the Exchange publishes a booklet which, among other things~ lists common
stocks traded on the Exchange that have p~id u cash dividend every
3 months ~or mor~ than 20 years. A similar booklet~ entitled "Dividends Over th~ Years," contains some textual m~teriul on the planning o~ an invest.ment program~ together with ~ list o~ all Exchange
commonstocks that have paid ~ cash dividend in each year ~or 25
years or more. The Exchange encourages investment clubs in various
pamphlets and also distributes ~n "investment guide" in booklet form.
This booklet contains a series of articles explaining the mechanics of
investing and suggests that investors ts~ilor their investments to the
risks they can afford, obtain the necessary facts, keep some money
av~ila.ble for emergencies, and get good investment advice from member firms. The Exchange also provides its memberfirms with folders,
simils~r to greeting cards, in which sh~res of stock muybe inserted
as gifts. One such folder re~ds: "H~ppy Birthday . . Here’s Your
Share of American Business."
One of the key aspects of the Exchange’s public relations and s~dvertising program ha.s been the Mont.hly Investment Plan (MIP).
This program, which began in 1953, permits investors to purchase
listed securities on a periodic basis and does not require that a full
sha.re be purchased in each installment. Periodic payments, not less
~ Hearings before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency,
Study," Mar. 3, 1955, at pp. 12-13.
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than $40 every 3 months, are made through member firms for the
purchase of a security agreed upon in advance. Dividends may be
automatically reinvested.
In promoting this program, the Exchange makes available to member firms several pamphlets describing the operations of an MIP
plan. One of these pamphlets, entitled "Holy To Invest on a Budge.t,"
has a purchase order application attached. If the recipient is interested, he simply sends in the purchase order to the firm from which
he received the pamphlet. The Exchange advises its members that
this booklet "is especially suitable as an offering piece by direct mail."
The Exchange also has a program of advertising
in newspapers
and national mass-circulation
general and women’s magazines. In
connection with its fall 1962 advertising program, the Exchange
placed advertisements in 13 mass-circulation magazines and 700 newspapers. For the most part this program is of a general institutional
nature, but provision is made for tie-in advertisements by member
firms who wish to capitalize
on the Exchange program. 1~ For example, the fall 1962 campaign included four advertisements which
were devoted to the subjects of self-regulation, operation of the floor,
listing requirements, and admissions requirements. In addition the
Exchange prepared three other advertisements aimed at advising
the reader on methods of investing, and encouraging the investor to
examine a company carefully before buying, to invest only surplus
funds, and to. invest through a member firm. These advertisements
all included a return coupon for a free Exchange booklet. Prior to
1960 the Exchange distributed to memberfirms the names of persons
who filled in the return coupons, of which approximately 110,000 are
returned annually.
The Exchange also distributes and exhibits various motion picture-s
on the advantages of investing through member firms. Two of these
films are aimed at institutional investors. The Exchange’s most ambitious film effort was the production of a 27½-minute motion picture.
at a cost of $125,000, entitled "The Lady and the Stock Exchange."
The film received wide distribution by the Exchange during 1962; it
was madeavailable free to memberfirms and was shownin several cities
on television.
The public relations and market, development group also offers member firms the opportunity of discussing their advertising programs with
Exchange staff members, including suggestions as to. whether the material is good advertising copy. Memberfirms also receive memorandums from the Exchange soliciting
them to buy various Exchange
booklets and letters to be distributed to current or prospective eus.tomers, as ~vell as "stuffers," or small brochures intended to b.e placed
~n the monthly statements sent by firms to their cus’tomers. The stutters distributed in the fall of 1962 were based upon the Exchange’s
institutional-type
advertising program. More than 4 million of them
have been ordered by memberfirms in the years 1960-62.
As part of its service to memberfirms, the Exchangealso distributed
10,000 eopie.s of a 16-page booklet entitled, "HowYou Can Use Direct
Mail To Enlarge Your Securities Markets," which states that directmail promotion is one of the most effective, economical, and easily managed means of enlarging a firm’s prospect list and of following up
See oh. II.B.2.a.
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leads. The booklet suggests in detail how direct mailings sh’ould be
handled, and concludes xvith a four-point checklist for direct-mail
success:
1. Choose Yo~tr Names Carefully
Select individuals
whose income, financial
status,
and need recommend
them as prime prospects.
Where possible, .tailor
the approach (letter)
to
specific prospect group (e.g., doctors).
2. Let Prospects Select Themselves
Send offering mailings ~vith reply feature, and let prospects’ response indicate which are ready for an immediate personal follo~vup.
"& ~’ollow~tp Leads Prompllg
Don’t let a warm prospect cool off. Fulfill
leads ~vhile they’re s~ill live and interested.

requests

promptly.

Followup

4. Keep Mailing--Conti~tuity
Pays
Work out a systematic
program--and
stick
to it. A minimum of three
mailings, spaced 2 to 3 weeks apart, ~vill give you excellent mileage from a
given list.

Public relations and market development also. assists and encourages
listed companies in their public relations activities. It has prepared
a booklet for listed compames, entitled "Telling Your Corporate
Story," which includes a compilation of various public relations tech~s
niques for issuet~.
The public relations and market deYelopmentgro~up also participate
in the legislative area, with respect to legislation directly involving
both the securities industry and tax policies. The group’s activities
include research for statements by President Funston before congressional committees and circulation of reprints of his speeches, and distribution of copies of articles taking positio.ns similar to those of the
Exchange.
That aspect of the Exchange’s public relations and advertising
program which advertises the quality of the Exchange’s market and
its memberfirms raises questions of possible conflict with its regulatory responsibilities. For example, it was noted in chapter III.C. that
the Exchange provided members with promotional material encouraging investors to use the services of memberfirms because of their
research facilities,
even though the Exchange had no program for
determining the qualifications and standards of memberfirms research
departments. This kind of public relations activity by its nature involves emphasizing the favorable and minimizing the unfavorable.
Self-regulation,
on the other hand~ may sometimes involve using the
sanction of publicity for improper conduct, with the effect of tarnishmg the favorable ~mage. i[he Exchange s seeming lemency m disciplining its memberscombined with its reluctance to, announce disciplinary results--so that a "censure" or even a "severe censure" is
somewhat less formidable a penalty than if publicly kno~vn--seems
more in keeping with strong public relations than with strong selfregulation.
The s~me may be said of a public relations approach
which emphasizes the quality of specialists’
performance in the aggregate without any hint of variations for different specialists and
different securities. A more suitable and realistic approach to public
relations as ~vell as self-regulation--and one that in the long run migh~
build more solid public confidence~vould more candidly display the
See ch. IX.C.6.
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Exchange’s awareness of and concern for such weaknesses and problems as may exist in its mechanisms and among its members.
7.

CONTROLS OVER LISTED

COS’litANIES

Although the Ex.c~ange disclaims that it is "regulating" the conducg of companies ~ hose shares are listed, it exercises broad controls
over them in some areas. The standards governing conduct of listed
companies are found in the listing agreements executed by them and
in the company manual published by the Exchange. The company
manual is in the nature of a guide for listed conipanies, and the Exchange expects these companies to comply with its policies. Ultimately the enforcement of the Exchange’s requirements flows from the
169
power of the board of governors to suspend and delist securities.
Enforcement of listed company requirements is handled by the
department of stock list. Within the department, approximately 12
listing representatives are each assigned to a number of companies
(ab.out 110) and are expected to maintain liaison with those compames. Liaison consists of keeping current of corporate developments, reviewing filings, and periodically visiting the companies’ ofrices. Approximately 45 companies, including those that are approaching the delisting criteria or having a high frequency of rumors
circulating about them, are given special attention. This group of
issuers changes with developments in the various companies.
The listing agreement, which was first adopted by the Exchange in
1899, has developed from a simple three-item agreement to one which
imposes a wide variety of requirements on listed companies. A new
agreement must be executed by a companywhenever additional shares
are listed. As a result, different companies are bound by different
agreements, depending upon when they last listed shares. However,
the Exchange urges companies which have not signed the current listing agreement to comply with its provisions, and asserts the authority
to take action for failure by these companiesto comply.
The listing agreement requires that companies publish immediately
any action or lack of action wi’th regard to the declaration of a divi,,
,,
~0~_In. lnterpret~n
¯de :nd~_
" ~ t,i g_ " ~mmedi rely, the Exchange takes the posi~,~ ~na~ news o~ a ctividend declaration or omissio~t should be communicated to the national press by the fastest available means. Release to the local press is not considered sufficient, and the press release
embodying the info.rmation regarding ~he dividend should not be restricted in any way as to time of distribution, such as "hold for re]ease."

Exchangepolicy ~lso requires listed companies t.o. release promptly
information regarding important developments which might affect
security values or influence investment decisions of stockholders or
the investing public, although this policy is not incorporated in the
listing agreement. Acquisitions, mergers, stock splits, new contracts,
and new products or discoveries are the types of corporate developments which are expected to be released as promptly as possible. The
Exchange advises listed companies to exercise extreme care in keeping
a~z
such information confidential prior to public release,
’ss
art. III,III.4.
sec. 7.
,~o NYSE
NYSEconstitution,
listing agreement,
a7x NYSE company manual, A37-40.
aT~ 2q¥SE company manual, A20-22.
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This policy of timely disclosure is designed to prevent insiders from
trading on the basis of advance knowledge of corporate developments.
As pointed out in chapter IX.Cs this policy has been criticized on the
ground that financial writers are given little opportunity to do independent research on news of a ma.]or corporate development since the
news must be promptly released. However~this must be considered in
light of the fact that timely disclosure is a powerful weaponto prevent
insiders from benefiting from advance knowledge.
In the course of its stock watching program or through other
methods the Exchange may find that a security is reacting to a corporate development which has not yet been announced. Under these circumstances the Exchanges through a listing representatives contacts the
companyto determine the facts of the particular situation. The listing
agreement requires a listed companyto furnish the Exchange on demand such information concerning the company as the Exchange may
reasonably require. ~ Depending upon its assessment, the Exchange
may then reques~ the company’to issue a public announcementaffirming
or denying the rumors. For examlale s in the situation described in
chapter IX.C involving trading in the commonstock of Sperry Rand
i~ De,.cember 1960~ the Exchange requested the companyto release immediately in.formation
regarding a new product which was ~ot
scheduled for release for another few days whc~nprepublic disclosure
of the product to various membersof the press and security analysts
had resulted in a sharp rise in the price of the stock on heavy volume.
This action by the Exchange is not an isolated case. About 50 times
a year ~he Exchange suggests that companies make public announcements regarding rumors which are circulating a~d apparently affecting the price of the company’sstock.
Most of the problems involving timely disclosure of corporate developments are handled informally by the staff o~ the Exchange.
Occasionally, trading is halted in a security when an influx of buy or
sell orders has come in because of rumors of a maior development in
the company’s affairs.
The ultimate weapon of delisting would be
available if a companywere habitually to violate the timely disclosure
provisionss but the Exchange has never found occasion to go this far.
The listing agreement requires listed companies to publish and submit to their stockholders an annual audited balance sheet~ income
statement~ and surplus statements ~ at least 15 days before the annual
meeting, and not later than 3 months after the close of the company.Ss
fiscal year. The Exchange may extend the 3-month requirement m
unusual circumstances, but the 15-day provision is inflexible. In addition to distributing the statement to stockholders, the companymust
also submit its or a newsrelease based upon it~ to newspapersof genera’l
circulation in large cities or to national news services. Annual reports
are review by listing representatives and changes are occasionally suggested to the company. In addition s the listing representatives check
2or any possible inconsistencies between the annual report and Commission forms 8-K and 10-K.
The listing agreement also requires companies to publish unaudited
quarterly statements of earningss except for companies where peculiar
~a NYSElisting agreement, 1.13.
~z~ NYSElisting
agreement, ILl. The requirements
tanned in the NYSE company manual at A64-9.

as to these

annual reports

are con-
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conditions, either in the industry or in the companyitself, would make
quarterly statements impracticable or misleading; e.g., a company
dependent upon the growth and sale of a single crop in an annual cycle.
Many.. companiesthat have not. agreed to. .this requirement.
. in their
hstmg agreements have comphed voluntarily,
and approximately 96
percent of listed companies now comply. Although there is no required time of publication for these quarterly reports, they are generally published between 3 al~..d 6 weeks after the close of the fiscal
period. They are not required to be furnished directly to stockholders.
The current listing agreement reqnires listed companies to solicit
proxies for all meetings of stockholders. ~ Until April 1959 companies which had not signed listing agreement requiring them to
solicit proxies for all meetings were not bound by this requirement¯
Nevertl\eless, at that time more than 97 percent of the active listed
compameson the Exchange solicited proxies for all meeting and the
Exchange announced a policy of delisting the co.mmonstock of any
company which did not solicit proxies. Only one company, Cannon
Mills, Co., refused to comply, and its commonstock was delisted on
February 12, 1962.
Since 1926 the Exchange has refused to list nonvoting eo.mmonstock
or any nonvoting stock, ho.wever desig~nated, which by its terms is in
effect a commonstock. ~ It requires issuers to submit important corporate decisions to stockholders for their approval. For example,
stockholder approval is a prerequisite to listing securities in connection with stock options or special remuneration plans for directors,
officers, or employees; actions resulting in a change in the control of a
company; or the acquisition of a business, company, assets, porperty,
or securities from an officer, director, o.r subtsantial security holder,
or where the issuance of stock or other consideration for an acquisition
could result in an increase in outstanding commonshares of 20 percent
or where the issuance of commonstock and other consideration has
a fair value of 20 percent or more of the market value of the outstand~
ing, commonshares.
¯ the NYSErequires that immediate publicity and notice be given
~n respect of any corporate action which will result in, or which
~
looks toward, the redemption in whole or part of a lis~ed security2
In connection with stock dividends, the Exchange requires that an
amount equal to the fair value of the shares issued be transferred
from earned surplus to the permanent capitaliza, tion of the company
if the stock dividend represents less than ~25 percent of the number
of shares outstanding prior to the distrib.utio.n. ~ The Exchange also
urges listed companies to have at leas~ two outside directors on their
is°
boards, particularly if the company’sstock is closely held.
The requirements imposed by the Exchange on listed companies
have a significant public impact. Periodic financigl reports, proxy
solieitatioii,
and timely disclosure gre amongthe safe~nmrds intended
to supply stockholders wigh prompt and accurate information, as
~v~ NYSElisting
agreement,
~a NYSE company manual,
stock
of any company which
stock.
~v~ Id., A-284.
~s Id., A-170.
~ Id., A-235.
aso Id., B-23.

III.5.
A-280.
The Exchange
~vill
not list
also has outstanding
in public
hands

the common
any nonvoting

voting
common
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well as the opportunity to participate
in corporate affairs.
The
promulgation and enforcement of these controls by the Exchange
have been an important contribution to greater investor protection.
8.

RECENT DEVELOP~I~ENTS

During the period in which the Special Study has been in existence
the Exchange has adopted numerous changes in its regulatory practices and procedures. In the course of this part and other chapters
of the report, particularly
chapters II and III, some of the more
significant of these changes have been noted. However, it is believed
useful to present a compilation of them at this point in order to reflect
the extent to which the Exchange’s regulatory program has been
affected. It is not suggested that these changes are directly a.ttributable to the activities of the Special Study, but at the least it
would appear that the Exchange has been engaged in a self-examination of its own performance. This compilation does not describe the
changes in detM1but merely indicates their general nature and, where
appropriate, the section of the report in which they ar~ discussed
more fully.
1. The Exchange has increased substantially the number of persons
engaged in regulatory activities in the department of memberfirms,
the floor department, and the branch of pub.lie relations and market
development.
2. The Exchange now requires written examinations for members
and allied members who intend to work in the offices of memberorganizations (~s well as ~n additional examination for a member or
allied memberwith supervisory responsibilities
or who service customers’ a.ccounts), for floor members, and supplemea~tary questions
for specialists and odd-lot brokers (oh. II.B.2.e).
3. New qualification
standards for branch managers have been
adopted (oh. II.D.3.e).
4. Additional requirements have been ~dded to the system of limited
registration o.f salesmen(oh. II.C.3.c).
5. The Exchange has expanded its program of assisting
member
firms in the selection, training, and supervision of registered representatives (ehs. II.C.3.e and lII.B.6.b(3)).
6. The Exchange has instituted a program of inspe.cting the branch
offices o.f memberfirms in order to check on superwsory and selling
practices ( oh. III.B.6.b ( 3 ) and see. 3.b ( 3 ) of this part).
7. Registered representatives are now entitled to broad review of
penalties imposed against them, and the procedures in disciplinary
cases involving registered representatives have been mademore closely
parallel to those involving membersand allied members. Additional
staff review procedures of such cases have been instituted.
The Exchange may now fine registered representatives up to $2,000, in addition to the penalties which it previously imposed (sec. 3.d of this
part).
8. A program for examining the books and records of members not
affiliated with memberorganizations has been initiated (see. 3.a(1)
of this part).
9. The Exchange has adopted various procedural changes in its
machinery for processing complaints from members of the public
against its memberfirms (see. 3.a(2) of this part).
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10. In its program of reviewing market letters, sales literature, and
advertising by member firms, the Exchange now checks for trading
by firms against investment advice and concerns itself with the qualificati.ons of individuals rendering such advice. Market letters and sales
literature are reviewed more frequently, and educational efforts in
this area have been expanded (ch. III.C.8.a(2) and secs. 3.b(4)
(5) of this part).
11. The staff of the floor department has been given increased
authority in the investigation of floor irregularities (sec. 4.a of this
part).
12. Specialists are now required to report transactions by their
public customersto the Exchange( sec. 4~.b (2) of this part).
13. In connection with the surveillance of specialists
and floor
traders, the Exchange has initiated a program of checking the statements of account of these membersagainst their forms filed with the
Exchange(secs. 4.b and 4.c of this part).
1~. The Exchange has agreed ~vith other self-regulatory
agencies
to adopt cooperative programs to help eliminate duplication of regulat.ory efforts (ch. XII.J).
9.

SU:M:~I:ARY,~

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO3f)II~NDATIONS

The influence and prestige of the New York Stock Exchange aznong
the self-regulatoty¢ institutions are unrivaled. It occupied a singular
position in the securities industrv when the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 was adopted, and this ~s at least equ.ally true today. The
Exchange is uniquely important as m~ agency of self-regulation
not
only because of its outstanding importance as a securities market but
also because of the dominant position of its membershipin the entire
securities business. Thus, the quantity and quality of its self-regulatory activities are of special significance: Considered by themselves
and in eo.mparison with other self-regulatory agencies, they are the
~nost important single measure of the strengths and weaknesses, the
accomplishments and limitations, of the self-regulatory concept.
It is appropriate to repeat here as to the NYSE’sself-regulatory
activities
what has already been said in part A on self-regulation
generally--that it has basically proved itself in practice despite the
.shortcomings pointed out below. The study’s discussion of the latter
~s not intended to overshadow or disparge the record of accomplishment but to point toward an even stronger future role. That some of
the problems of self-regulation have their counterparts in the Commission’s performance of its total role may be seen at various places
in the report and particularly part I of this ehap, ter.
The Exchange has conceived of its regulatory role very broadly; it,
has regarded very few, if any, aspects of its members’ business--~nd
therefore of the entire securities business--as being outside the sphere
o.f its eoneem~, and to one degree or another it has addressed itself
to the most important of them.
The Exchange has provided constructive leadership a.nd excellent
results in many important areas. Its regulatory performance must be
rated unsatisfactory in others, however, sometimes seriously so. The
Exchange’s accomplishments impressively illustrate its ability and potential to raise industry and corporate standards. This and other
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chapters of the report, however, also reflect areas where the Exchange
has been willing to accept the status quo uncritically,
where it has
failed to perceive new needs for self-regulatory intervention, or where
its intervention has been halfhearted or its methods have become outmoded. It has sometimes seemed to be excessively concerned with
defending its membersfrom public criticism and insufficiently
concerned with governing their conduct in a public market as the Exchange Act requires it to do. That the Exchange has failed to bring
its accomplishmentsin all areas to the level of quality achieved in some
is the more regrettable in view of the opportunity afforded by its
dominant position and influence.
The unsatisfactory performance in some spheres of self-regulation
undoubtedly has many explanations.
Among them, there appears
still to be a disproportionate influence of floor professionals in the
government of the Exchange, stemming ultimately from the allocation of voting power in the Exchange constitution.
Only regular
members;i.e., holders of "seats," are entitled to vote at Exchangeelections and on matters requiring approval by a vote of the membership.
Only 97 seats, or 7 percent, are held by those firms providing 50 percent of public commissionbusiness, 48 percent of the registered representatives, and 42 percent of branch offices, whereas at the other end
of the scale, over 800 seats, or 60 percent, are held by memberswhose
firms do 10 percent of public commissionbusiness, have 10 percent of
the total registered representatives and 13 percent of the total branch
offices. Of 29 elected governors, 17 are required to be regular members, and 14 of them, including the chairman and vice chairman, are
generally floor members. The floor members control the important
advisory committee, while the nominating committee, which in effect
selects the elected members of the board of governors and the next
nominating committee, has ~wice as many regular as allied members.
An increasing number of specialists have served as governors, floor
governors and floor officials in recent years, and specialists with a
limited amount of public business have been elected to the board of
governors as partners o.f firms "engaged in a business involving direct
contact with the public." The influence of ~the floor professionals was
most clearly demonstrated by the adoption of the floor-oriented program of the Committee of 17 in 1949-50.
The seat concept has deep roots, r~flecting the original private-club
concept of the Exchange. It is only natura~ to think of those having a
substantial investment in a seat as being proprietors and therefore
holders of the franchise. Yet it is anomalous that voting power is so
closely tied to floor participation that, on the one hand, a firm whose
function involves floor operations--the prime example is an odd-lot
firm--must have seats, i.e., votes, in proportion to its floor business,
whereas, on the other hand, a firm whose business is with the public
and primarily away from the floor may build a massive and farflung
exchange business around a single or very few seats. The anomaly
is emphasized by the fact that manyseats held in the names of individual membersare actually ownedand controlled by their firms and that
frequently the office partners of a memberfirm have a larger financial
stake in the firm than the floor partners.
The floor has ceased to be a place where the most important members
of the Exchange community trade with one another. The floor pro96-746--63--pt.
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fessionals--specialists,
odd-lot dealers and brokers~ and floor brokers-are not necessarily the most talented for administration or regulation or
the most responsive to public needs, even though the nature o.f their
.operations requires them to own seats and to be at the Exchange during the working day. Office partners located in NewYork or in offices
throughout the country may be more sensitive to the public character
of the Exchange and more cognizant of the needs of public investors~
even though they have fewer seats and little occasion to be in the
actual marketplace. In light of this~ it would seem that full or partial
voting rights should be extended to allied members; i.e, partners or
voting .stockholders of memberfirms. Also, the composition of the
govermng bodies of the Exchange should be altered to give increased
representation to firms witho.ut specialist affiliation doing business
directly with the public.
In most respects~ the organizational structure of the Exchange as ~
self-regulatory
agency seems basically sound. The reforms recommended by the Conway Committee in 1938 and adopted by the Exchange have proved to be effective
on the whole. Policymaking
authority is properly vested in the board of governors which is also
the repository of regulatory power.
The chairman of the board, who is required to be a regular member
and is invariably a floor member~plays an important part in the
disciplinary mechanism of the Exchange. Apart from his board membership he is also a memberof the informal committee, which screens
major disciplinary cases before they are referred to the board. In
addition~ the chairman has special responsibilities in supervising floor
conduct and is considered "chief on the floor."
~Thepresident is the Exchange’schief executive officer and its .official
representative in all public matters. The full-time staff is responsible
for administering the Exchange and is generally of adequate size and
~
quality. With regard ’to regulation of members’ and member firms
conduct off the floor, the staff has sufficient authority and responsibility to carry out its regulatory duties. The regulation o.f conduct on
the floor is complica’ted, however, by the existence of the floor governors~ who resemble in material respects the standing committees who
governed the Exchange prior to the adoption of the reforms recommended by the Conway ’Committee. Because the floor governors are
considered to be the experts on floor matters, there has been a tendency
for the staff and even the board to defer to the judgment of the floor
governors or an individual floor governor in resolving specific questions, and the authority and responsibility of the staff with regard to
floor matters have tended to be limited accordingly. The recent action
of the Exchange in giving the Floor Depar~men’t greater authority in
floor regulati.on should be followed by additional steps in the same direction, so that the role of the Floor Department in this area will be
equivalent to that of the Department of MemberFirms in off-floor
regulation.
As already indicated, there is great diversity in the Exchange’sinitiative and effectiveness in taking hold of different kinds of regulatory
problems. To mention a few examples at the high end of the scale:
In respect of the all-important matter of qualifications of those entering the securities ’business, its contribution has been of a high order.
The administration of its net capital rule has .been generally vigorous
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and resourceful. Its promulgation and enforcement of controls relating to listed companies, such as periodic financial reports, proxy
solicitation, and timely disclosure, have significantly contributed to
increased investor protection, and it also took the initiative in establishing and enforcing standards in the area of underwriters’ compensation.
On the other hand, its leadership has been muchless noticea’ble and
its accomplishments much less note~vorthy in respect of selling and
advisory practices. Until recently it seems to have devoted little
attention to selling .practices and supervision by its memberfirms of
their branch offices despite disturbing evidence that serious abuses
were occurring. The concept of suitability
was largely subsumed
under the "know your customer" rule, where emphasis has traditionally been on protection of firms rather than of customers. And at
least until recently its concern with market letters and investment advice has been focused more on questions of good taste than .on the
qualifications
and standards of research departments of its member
firms. Moves recently undertaken by the Exchange to strengthen its
programs in these areas are no less welcome for being belated, but
great opportunities remain.
A different kind of illustration of the Exchange~sfailure to exercise
regulatory initiative is described in chapter VI.E in connection with
odd-lot trading on the Exchange. Although two member firms dominate this important aspect of the exchange marke’t and the Exchang~
acknowledges it has full power to regulate such trading, this power
TM
has not been exercised in the last 55 years.
The surveillance techniques employed ’by the Exchange likewise
differ widely. The visitation
program of Exchange examiners is an
excellent factfinding mechanism and an effective means of detecting
irregularities, particularly those related to net capital and other areas
where books and records are themselves revealing. On the other hand,
its surveillance techniques in respect of market letters and selling activities and of its members’supervision in these areas have been minimal. Only recently has it begun to pay close attention to conduct in
.branchoffices.
Another surveillance technique, stock watching, is a pioneering effort by the Exchange in utilizing automation to detect market irregularities.
The stock watching procedure should become increasingly
sophisticated as the Exchange’s automation program advances. Nevertheless, the Exchange has not been as resourcgful in adapting automarion to the surveillance of memberconduct on the floor. As presently constituted, floor surveillance is an arduous and time-consuming
task with the final product subject to numerous inaccuracies because
of the volume of statistics
involved. Increased use of automation
might result in more accurate data and permit the staff to devote less
time to clerical duties and more to analysis of the subtle and complex
prob~ emsinvolved in floor regulation.
With regard to the regulation of specialists, the Exchange’s efforts
have been intensive and systematic within the limits of its own concepts, yet they have been inadequate in total effect. They have tended
to be mechanical and generalized, and have failed to focus adequately
,s, Similarly,
the Commission has not exercised
Exchange Act to regulate odd-lot trading.

its

authority

under section
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on concrete problems, such as the applicability of the specialist’s conflicts of interest in specific instances, and disparate performances
amongspecialists. The fact that responsible officials of the Exchange
were unaware that two-thirds of its specialists were accepting "notheld" orders for manyyears in violation of law is an indication of the
limits of its program. The facts that inaccuracies in floor trading
reports have gone undetected, that late filings have been tolerated, and
that repeated violations have been disposed of without disciplinary
sanctions, are further examples.
A significant limitation in the Exchange’s self-regulatory functioning is its handling of public complaints involving its memberfirms.
Instead of using this source of information to advantage as an important tool of self-regulation, the Exchangehas performed essentially
a buffering function. Complaints of serious impact have gone uninvestigated, while complaining customers have been led to believe that
an investigation had been made when this was not the case. Furthermore, in contrast to its professed impartiality in such matters, the
Exchange’s responses have occasionally been made in such a manner
as to strengthen the member’s defense. It is to be hoped that the
recent changes adopted by the Exchange in the handling of these complaints will result in moreeffective utilization of them as a surveillance
device.
Related to the handling of public complaints is the Exchange’s arbitration machinery. It appears to operate efficiently and fairly--indeed, with respect to the machinery itself, geographic expansion to
make it more conveniently available to customers throughout the country would seem desirable. The arbitration machinery should not, however, operate as a substitute for, or a limitation on, the Exchange’s
exercise of its own disciplinary responsibilities where the serious import of a complaint indicates the need for investigation and action by
the Exchangeitself.
In the disciplinary area--the handling of revealed violations~the
Exchange leans toward tenderness rather than severity, but with some
unevenness in respect of different types of violations. The Exchange
appears more willing to impose severe disciplinary sanctions where
the interests of its membership are directly at stake, such as cases
involving enforcement of the minimum commission schedule, than
where violations involve ethical standards in dealing with customers,
such as supervision of salesmen or trading against advice given in a
market letter. Admonitions and censures ("severe" or otherwise) are
often the extent of punishment meted out, even for substantial infractions; an illustration is the Exchange’s recent disposition of a disciplinary matter involving massive violations of its gratuities rule by
a leading member.
Related to the above, as cause or effect, is the high degree of in.formality and privacy surrounding Exchange disciplinary
proceedrags. It may be argued that under the theory of self-regulation these
qualities, or at least the former, are preferable to their opposites, but
it is still a question of drawing lines. Unlike the case of the NASD,
where the Exchange Act expressly provides for certain formalities
in disciplinary cases, there is no statutory provision applicable to
exchanges. In practice the NYSEdoes not hold formal hearings
except in proceedings before the board. In rendering disciplinary
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decisions the board of governors and the advisory committee do not
write opinions containing either findings of fact or reasons for the
decision. 1s2 The memberor allied memberis not entitled to be represented by counsel. Registered representatives are subject to a more
summary procedure, although the Exchange has recently adopted
changes designed to make these proceedings more closely parallel those
involving members. The Supreme Court has recently emphasized
the crucial significance of fair procedures in self-regulatory actions
affecting nonmembersand it would seem that similar considerations
might broadly apply to cases affecting registered representatives, apls~
plicants for membership, and members,
The Exchange’s policy regarding publicity of disciplinary actions
may be assumed to be attributable,
at least in part, to a natural
reluctance to publish anything adverse about any of its members.
Also, publicity about a sanction imposed may itself constitute an
additional sanction. These considerations must be balanced, however,
against the public’s interest in the conduct or misconduct of firms or
persons with whomit deals and in the integrity of a public marketplace. As a general principle, with such general or specific exceptions
as the Commission may approve, Exchange disciplinary
actions
sulting in the imposition of a penalty by the advisory committee or
the board of governors should be publicly reported.
In the background of manyof the Exchange’s self-regulatory activities is its interest in public relations. Basically three elements are
involved, promotion of share ownership by an ever-larger segment
of the public, informing potential investors about securities and
securities markets and counseling them about go.od investment practices, and advertising the quality of the Exchange’s market and its
member firms. The more that the Exchange does to encourage share
ownership by "little" investors, ~vho tend to be new and unsophisticated investors, the greater its obligation to provide rules and practices that are actually in accord with the needs of such investors, and
the greater also its obligation to avoid exaggerations and misunderstandings of what the actualities are.
While it would be unfair to suggest that the Exchange has been
unmindful of its substantive obligations to the people it invites to
deal with its memberfirms in its market, in recent years it appears
to have been disproportionately concerned with the image of itself and
its membersthat it projects. A good example is in the area of research
and investment advice as discussed in chapter III.C; the Exchange
has devoted very little attention to the research capacity of its member
firms but considerable attention to assisting them in advertising that
capacity. Similarly, the Exchange misses ~ew opportunities to praise
its specialists as a group but does miss manyopportunities to. improve
the performance of individual specialists whomthe praises do not fit.
Even if the publicity were always justified bv the facts, it may be
open to question whether advertising the quality of its market and
memberfirms is wholly compatible with the Exchange’s statutory role
as self-regulator.
From the point of view of the public interest, the
best that can be said for this emphasis is that eomDetition amongmarkets is beneficial and this publicity is a superficial ~ormof competition.
a~ Of the disciplinary
cases handled by the Exchange during 1957-61,
percent were decided by the ad, visory committee,
~mSee pt. I, below.
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It would seem~ however, that this role might more fittingyl be performed by the membersthemselves~ through their Association of Stock
Exchange Firms~ls~ for example. In its role as self-regulator
the
Exchange stands in the shoes of the government itself, and must have
an appropriate degree of aloofness from those it is regulating. To
be sure~ the very concept of self-regulation involves a merging of regulator and regulatee, but nevertheless the effectiveness of self-regulation is certain to be dulled where the same individuals whoare responsible for policing an organizatio.n and elevating its practices and
standards are simultaneously concerned with advertising how good it
already is.
The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. The influence and prestige of the New York Stock Exchange
and the importance of its membership in all sectors of the securities business have provided it with a unique opportunity and responsibility
as a self-regulatory
agency. Fittingly,
it has been
foremost among self-regulators
in the breadth of its activities,
and in many areas it has provided vigorous leadership and produced excellent results.
Its record, nevertheless,
is an uneven
one. Although it has viewed its regulatory role broadly, it has
fallen considerably short of its own best levels of achievement
in many specific areas critically
affecting the public, both in
formulating
rules and standards
to meet changing needs and
circumstances and also in providing effective enforcement of its
rules and standards.
Other chapters, particularly
chapters II,
III, and VI, contain substantive conclusions and recommendations
pertinent to the Exchange’s role as self-regulator.
The following
are confined to the organizational and procedural aspects of this
role.
2. A disproportionate
influence of floor professionals
in the
government of the Exchange stems ultimately
from the concept
of "seats" and the allocation,
of voting power in the Exchange
constitution,
since only the holder of a seat ("regular" member)
may vote in elections or on constitutional
changes. This should
be corrected by extending full or partial voting rights to allied
members. In addition, the composition of the board of governors,
advisory committee, nominating committee, and other governing
bodies of the Exchange should be altered to give increased representation to firms without specialist
affiliation
doing business
directly with the public.
3. In respect of floor regulation, the role of the floor department
of the staff should be strengthened in relation to the floor governors. In particular, its investigatory authority and responsibility
should be expanded in the manner of the department of member
firms in respect of off-floor regulation. Specific actions taken by
a member on the authority of a floor governor should be regularly
reported to the floor department.
4. The enforcement and surveillance
techniques of the Exchange range from highly effective ones to quite inadequate ones.
Through expansion of the present use of automation or otherwise,
more significant and sensitive techniques of surveillance of mem~ Por a discussion of the activities

o£ this organization,

see pt. It, below.
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bers’ conformity with rules and standards applicable to floor
activities
can and should be developed, along lines recommended
in chapter VI. As to off-floor activities,
the Exchange’s programs
for surveillance of market letters, selling activities,
and members’
supervision of branch offices should receive early and substantial
attention,
along lines recommended in chapter III.
5. The Exchange’s handling of customers’ complaints against
member firms should be reoriented.
Complaints of serious import should occasion serious investigation of facts, to determine
whether disciplinary
action is warranted. In cases of this kind,
the Exchange should act in a self-regulatory
role and not in a
protective role toward its members; it has recently made moves
in this direction.
The Exchange’s arbitration
machinery, generally efficient
and fair though it appears to be, should not be
used as a substitute for or in derogation of the Exchange’s exercise of its disciplinary responsibilities.
6. For self-regulation
to be effective the Exchange should impose punishments that fit the infractions involved, particularly
those involving ethical standards in dealing with the public, where
marked leniency has sometimes been shown. While formality in
disciplinary matters should not be sought for its own sake, there
should be enough of it to provide basic fairness and also to assure
adequate accountability at all levels of the self-regulatory
process. As a general principle, with such general or specific exceptions as the Commission may approve, disciplinary
matters
resulting in the imposition of a penalty by the advisory committee
or the board of governors should be publicly reported; staffimposed sanctions should be periodically
reported to the Commission.
7. The Exchange’s program of encouraging widespread investment in listed securities
by the general public entails a heavy
responsibility
to see that its own rules and standards and the
practices of its members are in keeping with reasonable protection of unsophisticated
investors.
The Exchange’s public relations efforts directed toward informing potential investors about
securities
markets and counseling them about good investment
practices should be continued or even increased, as should its
publication of significant
economic and statistical
data. On the
other hand, public relations efforts directed toward emphasizing
the merits of the Exchange’s mechanisms or members are not
wholly compatible with the Exchange’s self-regulatory
role and
should be left to individual members or their unofficial
organizations.
C.

1.

THE

AMERICAN

STOCK

EXCHANGE
INSTITUTION

AS A SELF-I~EGULATORY

STAFF REI~ORT ON TIlE ORGANIZATION~ /VIANAGE:I~ENT~
OF THE CONDUCT OF :h~EI~IBERS

AND REGULATION

On January 5, 1962, the Commissionreleased a staff report on the
organization, management, and regulation of the conduct of members
of the American Stock Exchange (Exchange or Amex), prepared
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the Special Study and the Division of Trading and Exchanges. This
report appears at the end of this chapter as appendix A.
The staff found that a closely knit group of members, consisting
largely of specialists, controlled the government of the Exchange. The
dominant ~roup included Joseph F. Reilly, chairman of the b-oard of
governors; Charles J. Bocklet, vice chairman of the board; James R.
Dyer, chairman of the committee on finance; and John J. Mann, chairman of the committee on floor transactions. During the period 195262, these membersheld the key positions in the government of the Exchange in rotation and were thus able to maintain continuous and
effective control.
The staff also found that the attendance of the three public governors at meetings of the board of governors ~vas extremely limited.
During a 21/2-year period, two of the public governors attended four
board meetings and one attended one meeting. It was found that their
influence on the government of the Exchangewas nil.
The Exchange was operated under a standing committee system in
which nine committees in effect administered the Exchange. Of these
committees, which were responsible for different areas of Exchange
business, those of particular regulatory importance were the committee on floor transactions and the committee on outside supervision.
The committee on floor transactions,
which was responsible for enforcing the rules governing trading on the floor of the Exchange, was
completely dominated by specialists.
Of its 10 members, § "were
specialists.
The staff of the Amexwas principally involved in the mechanical
operation of the Exchange. There were remarkably few staff members
e.ngaged in regulatory work, and those who were so engaged were not
given any significant degree of authority. Staff functions were principally of a clerical or ministerial nature. It was found that the
staff’s" lack of authority left the standing committees with practically
unrestricted discretion with respect to the investigation and regulation
of member conduct. The standing committee system also tended to
.discourage staff initiative and to deter qualified persons from becom~ng staff members.
Because of specialist domination of the Exchange and in light of
the Re case, ls~ the report devoted a great deal of attention to the specialist in relation to the organization, management,and regulation of
the conduct of membersof the Exchange. Special attention was given
to the firm of Gilligan, Will & Co. (Gilligan, Will), which was one
the more influential specialist firms on the Exchange. That firm was
examined in detail from the viewpoint of specialist problem areas exemplified by its activities.
It was found that the firm had an integrated vertical operation whereby it brought listings to the Exchange;
maintained close contact with the companies listed, and thereby obtained inside information about corporate development; acquired
blocks of stock from the issuers, officers, directors, and principal stockholders and their associates prior to and after listing: and participated
in ~mmerousdistribtltions
of these securities on the Exchange.
~ On ~3y 4, 1961, the Commission entered an order revoking the broker-dealer
registration of Re, Re & Sagarese and ex~ellln~ ,lerry A. Re and Gerard F. Re from the exchange.
The Commission found multiple viol,~tions
by the Res of the Feder31 securities
lawsin
stock,~ in which they were registered
as specialists.
On .luly 11, 1963, the Res were
convicted in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District
of New York of violations
of the securities
laws arising from their activities
in the stock of Swan-Finch Oil Corp.,
in which they were specialists.
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The staff concluded that Gilligan, Will was apparently immune
from disciplinary action by the Exchange despite a pattern of activities clearly contrary to the specialist fu~ction as set forth in the
st~tute and the rules of the Exchange. It was further concluded that
~tny program of reform of the Exchange must concentrate heavily on
the dominant role of the specialist.
The report also discussed the floor trader in relation to problems of
organization,
management, and the regulation of members of the
Exchange. l~he staff found substant al failures by floor traders to file
the required reports necessary for the regulation of their activities,
and deliberate evasions by membersof the rule restricting floor trading. Despite Exchange statements to the contrary, it was determined
that the floor trading rule and its enforcement were not effective in
controlling floor trading activity.
The staff report concluded:
There can be little
doubt that in the case of the American Stock Exchange
the statutory
scheme of self-regulation
in the public interest
has not worked out
in the manner (~riginally
envisioned by C~ngress. The manifold and l~rolonged
abuses by specialists
and floor traders and other instances
of misconduct described in this report make it clear that the problem goes beyond isolated violations and amounts to a general
deficiency
of standards
and a fundamental
failure o~ controls.

~. Managemen~o.f tl~e E~cchan~e
In releasing the staff r~port, the Commissionindicated its hope that
correction of the abuses found at the Exchange could be accomplished
promptly within the statutory framework of self-regulation. ~s~ The
reform movement had begun in October 1961 with the appointmen~
by the president of the Exchange of a special committee of nine members "to make a comprehensive review of the organization,
rules,
policies and procedures of the Exchange." This committee came to
be known as the Levy Committe%for its chairman~ Gustave L. Low,
a partner of Goldman, Sachs & Co. The Commission worked wi~h
this committee as well as with the new administration of the Exchange~
which assumed control in early 196~. :Numerous constitutional
and
organization.a]
changes and other actions stemming from the staff
report and the work of the Levy Committee were carried fox’ward
by the Exchange community itself with active encouragement from
and in co.nsulta~ion with the Commission.
The four members of the Exchange’s "dominant group" resigned
their positions in January 196~. Edwin Posner was elected chairman of the board and president pro tern. In March, the board elected
Edwin D. Eth~rington president, to take office in September. Etherington h~d been special consultant to the Levy Committee and had
assisted in the preparation of the three reports issued by that co.mmittee. When Etherington assumed office, a new board also took
office and a new constitution becameeffective. During the year~ three
new public governo.rs were selected by the president and approved
by the board.
Securities ExchangeAct release No. 6699, Jan. 6, 196~.
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b. Constitutional changes
The new constitution o.f the Amexis quite similar to the constitution of the New York Stock Exchange. Under the new system, the
administrative authority for operating the Exchange is centered in
the president. The standing committee system has been elilninated.
The staff has assumed many of the functions formerly performed by
the standing committees and need no longer obtain the approval of a
group of members before taking action. For example, the president
has the power to examine, or to authorize the examination or prodt~ction of books and records of, membersand memberorganizations.
He and his st.aft also have the power to require the testimony of any
member, his partners, or employees in connection with matters perls7
taining to the business of the memberor his memberorganization,
The Exchange followed the recommendation of the Levy Committee in eliminating the standing committee system. The Levy Committee pointed to the following weaknesses in the system:
(1) It resul~ in a division of authority
and an absence of well-define~
responsibility ;
(2) In certain basic areas standing committees tend to assume greater"
powers than are exercised by the president
or the board;
(3) Policies
developed by standing
committees are often presented
the board in such a manner that it is unable to make informed judgments;
(4) The system delays decision upon difficult
problems, particularly
disciplinary
matters ; and
(5) It has proved an obstacle
in the develop;nent
of necessary
staff
~ss
initiative.

Under the new constitutional structure the board is the sole policymaking body. It is the repository of disciplinary
power, excepe
that it may delegate limited disciplinary authority to the advisory
committee. Decisions of the advisory committee in disciplinary
cases must be reported to the board, and the board may reverse or
,s"
modify such decisions.
The new constitution has specific provisions aimed at preventing
a recurrence of specialist
domination of the Exchange. Out of
total of 32 membersof the board, specialists and their partners can
haw a maximumrepresentation
of 6. The new composition of the
board also provides for 15 office partners as compared with 12 regular
members. For the first time the board must have governors located
outside the New York City area. Five non-New York City office
°partne~ are required to be represented on the boardP
Other changes embodied in the new constitution
include a new
procedure for nominating candida.tes to the board, as well as various
amendments relating to the disciplinary
procedures of the Ex~
changeP
In order ~o cope with ~s new responsibilities
for operating the
Exelmnge, ~he st~ff h~s been reorganized and s~reng~hened.
quired under tim new constitution,
~he s~aff h~s ~ssumed ~ large
number of Che functions previously performed by ~he standing committees ~nd it was necessary to ~lter the staff structure drastically to
ls~ Amexconstitution, art. II, sec. 2 (c).
188 Report, Special Committee for Study of American Stock Exchange, Dec. 21, 1~961, 4.
1~ A~nex
Constitution,
19o
Id., art.
II, sec. 1. art. V, sec. 2.
¯ ~1 Id., art. III; art. V.
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handle these new duties. The staff reorganization was also made with
the view of separating service functions performed by the Exchange
on behalf of its membersfrom regulatory functions.
During 1962 the Exchange added 26 staff members performing administrative, executive or professional work. The ope-rations br~nch~
which is the group principally responsible for regulatory duties,
added 10 new employees, including investigators and examiners.
d. Specialist regulation
During 1962 the Exchange adopted additional requirements involving a tightening of existing controls relating to, specialist activities.
The Exchange required that specialists report to i~ transactions in
securities in which they are registered for accounts of public customers
carried by their memberorganizations or introduced by them to other
member organizations.
This requirement went into effect on April
~
30~ 1962.
Twoof the new requirements relate to specialist capital and financing. Both o~ these rules went into effect on May25, 1962. Under one
of the new requirements~ each specialist
must maintain a cash or
liquid-asset position of $50,000 or an amount sufficient to assume a
position of 10 trading units in each security in which he is registered,
~vhichever is greater. ~ The previous requirement was $10,000 or
four trading units.
The other new requirement resulted ~ro~n disclosures contained in
the staff report concerning financing agreements between Gilligan,
Will and other specialist firms. Under these agreements~ Gilligan,
Will not only financed these accounts but also participated in the
profits and losses, giving the firm an element of control over the
accounts with no corresponding responsibility for trading practices.
The .Exchange rules now provide that a memberorganization may not
participate in the profits or losses of a specialist joint account for
which it clears, unless a general partner of the firm or a voting stockholder o~ the corporation is registered and active at the post as a
~
specialist in such joint account2
e. Listing and delisting requirements
The second Levy Committee repo~t made recommendations as to
the standards of eligibility for listing on the Exchangeand for delisting securities already traded. The committee also made recommendations in the area o~ requirements which should be included in listing
~
agreements and subsequent listing a~)plications2
On the basis of the Levy Con~m~gtce recommendations, the board
adopted new requirements in the listing and delisting area on April 5,
1962. These requirements, which are discussed in chapter VIII.B.4,
replace the flexible original listing standards previously in effect, and
~ocus on a company’s financial status and share distribution.
The
board also adopted criteria under which the Exchange will give consideration to suspending or removing a security from listing or unlisted trading. These criteria are also described in chapter VIII.B.4.
~ Amexrule 190 (c).
~a Amex rule 170(b).
~ Amex rule 365.
~ "Report on Standards for Listing Securities,"
American Stock Exchange, Jan. 30, 1962.
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During 1969,, 62 companies were removed from listing and unlisted
trading on the Exchange,~compared with 47 removed during 1961.
Of the 1962 delistings,
20 were attributable
to the new delisting
standards.
In addition to these changes in listing and de]isting standards, the
Exchange’s current listing agreement requires companies to solicit
prox.ies for all meetings of shareholders and to publish quarterly
earnings reports.
f. Disciplinary actions
The Exchange took disciplinary action in 1962 against various members and allied memberswhose activities were discussed in the staff
report. The most significant of these disciplinary cases are summarized here.
As noted previously, the extensive operations of Gilligan, Will were
described in detail in the staff report. On February 1, 1969,, the Exchange suspended the specialist registrations of James Patrick Gilligan and Albert Will, partners of the firm, pending investigation of the
charges contained in the report. An intensive investigation was conducted by the Exchange. On September 9,5, 1969,, the board suspended
James Patrick Gillig~n and Albert Will from regular membership
in the Exchange for periods of 3 years and 1 year, respectively. In
addition, Gilligan was fined $5,000 and Will was fined $9,,500. James
Will, another partner of the firm, was fined $5,000, of which $2,500
was to be paid by the firm. The board further directed that none of
the three may be registered as a specialist for a period of 5 years from
February 1, 1965. Gilligan was found guilty of conduct inconsistent
with just and equitable principles of trade and violations of Exchange
Act requirements in connection with his purchases and sales as a
specialist. Furthermore, all three were found liable for the acts of
James Gilligan, St. (a former partner of the firm who sold his seat
in June 1961), who was found to have violated the Exchange Act
and Exchangerules relating to specialist activities.
In addition to the penalties imposed on partners of the firm, the
Exchange also disciplined three memberswho specialized in joint accounts with Gilligan, Will. Benjamin Samson, Francis Alter, and
Lloyd Howard were severely censured by the Exchange in connection
with violations committed by Gilligan, Will in joint specialist accounts in which they participated. Samson was also fined $1,750 for
violating rule 411 (the "know your customer" rule) in connection with
accounts introduced by him to Gilligan, Will.
The staff report also discussed the specialist activities of James F.
Rafferty at length, from the standpoint of his financing arrangements, relationships with underwriters in connection with secondary
distributions, and overall performance as a specialist. On October 3,
1962, the Exchange suspended Rafferty as a member for a 9,-year
period based upon a finding of willful violations of Regulation T in
connection with purported "nonpurpose" loans made bj~ Rafferty.
The Exchangealso took disciplinary action in 1962 against four floor
traders who were mentioned in the staff report with regard to their
apparent violations of the floor trading reporting requirements and/or
the floor trading rules. The first such action was taken on May17,
1962, when William J. Halpern was found guilty of acts detrimental
to the interest or welfare of the Exchange; failure to keep true and
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complete books and records; and material misstatements to the Exchange. He was suspended for 1 year and fined $2,500. On June 15,
1962, the Exchange fined Eugene F. Dunn $250 for discrepancies in
the information reported by him to the Exchange in connection with
his floor trading activities.
The Exchange suspended Stephen W. Denmanfor 90 days and fined
him $2,000 on October 11, 1962, for submitting reports to the Exchange containing misstatements in connection with his floor trading
activities, and for acts detrimental to the interest or welfare of the
Exchange. On December 13, 1962, the Exchange suspended Waldemar T. Wuestehube for 6 months and fined him $5,000 for acts detrimental to the interest or welfare of the Exchangeand for filing reports
with the Exchange containing misstatements.
In addition to these actions, the Exchange also disciplined members
in connection with circumstances arising out of the Re case. 1~ On
March 14, 1962, Anthony J. Cordano was expelled from allied membership in the Exchange. Twoof his partners in the firm of Josephthal& Co. were each fined $5,000, with the penalty to be paid by the
firm. The violations involved misstatements to the Exchange in connection with accounts introduced by Josephthal & Co. by Jerry Re.
On July 17, 1962, Townsend E. Allen, regular member and partner
in the firm of Ira tIaupt & Co., was found guilty of conduct inconsistent with just and equitable principles of trade and violations of
rule 411. He was suspended for 10 days and fined $5,000, which fine
was to ,.be paid by the firm. The board found that Allen and Ira
Haupt & Co. had negligently and without sufficient alertness, inquiry,
and independent judgment executed or permitted to be executed
orders introduced to the firm by the Res in stocks in which the Res
were registered as specialists.
The Exchange also found that Allen
and his firm had failed to use due diligence in learning the ess~ential
facts about their customers.
g. ~onelusions
The picture revealed at the American Stock Exchange prior to
January 1962 was a complete distortion of the self-regulatory system
embodied in the Exchange Act. The "general deficiency of standards"
and "fundamental failure of controls" noted in the staff report required prompt and drastic remedial action for the protection of the
public interest.
During 1962 the Exchange made major moves in the direction of
establishing a regulatory system sufficient to meet its responsibilities
under the act. A new management, committed to establishing and enforcing high standards of commercial honor and integrity,
assumed
control of the Exchange’s .g.overnment. A new constitution was put
into effect embodying prov~smns aimed at providing responsible selfgovernment. The standing committee system was discarded and a
staff system of administering the Exchange was substituted. Stricter
listing and delisting standards were adopted, and existing specialist
controls were strengthened. Disciplinary action was taken a~ainst
memberswho were found to have violated Exchange rules and Federal
law.
See the brief of the Division
,gagarese, dated Apr. 28, 1961.
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The Exchange has thus undergone a major constitutional
and organizational reform. In contrast to the prior breakdownof self-reglllation described in the staff report, the accomplishmentof this refoi’n~t
appears to be an excellent demonstration of the effectiveness of selfregulation under responsible Exchange leadership and active Commission oversight.
D.

TI:IE

MID,VEST

STOCK EXCHANG]~
INSTITUTION

AS A SELF-REGULATORY

~l. INTRODUCTION

In 1962 the dollar v~tlue of securities traded on the Midwest Stock
Exchange (MSEor Exchange) was the highest of all the regional exchanges and its volume of shares traded was second only to that of
the Pacific Coast Stock Exchange. In view of these facts and the
discussion in chapter VIII.E of its present and potential role, ~ separate examination of the MSE’sorganization and regulatory practices
and procedures is warranted.
The MSEis the result of the consolidation in December1949 of the
former Chicago Stock Exchange and exchanges located in Cleveland,
St. Louis, and Minneapolis-St. Paul. Its tradin~- floor and principal
office are in Chicago, with branches in Cleveland and St. Louis connected to Chicago by wire. The branches are principally communications centers for membersin those cities.
The inquiry by the study, which was considerably more limited than
the study conducted of the NYSE,took various forms. The president
of the Exchange, James E. Day, testified at the public hearings held
in May1962 on qualifications to enter the securities business and supervision of selling practices. He also conferred with Special Study staff
members on various subjects affecting the MSE. A review was made
of Commission files relating to the M:SEand the Exchange supplied
various data on its operatiol~s. The inquiry also included a visit to
the Exchange, interviews with Exchange officials responsible for its
regulatory program, and inspection of various Exchange files relating
to disciplinary
actions, examinations of member firms, and public
complaints.
The importance of the relationship
between the MSEand the New
York exchanges must be emphasized. As of May21, 1962, 121 of the
306 memberorganizations of the MSE,includin~o" some of the largest
commission houses, were also members of the NYSE. As of June
1962, approximately 85 percent (433) of the issues traded on the MSE
~s~
were also trgded on either the NYSEor the Amex.
2.

GOVERN~M:ENT OiP THE :EXCHANGE

The governraent of the MSEis vested in the board of governors
consisting of the chairman, vice chairman, president, and 24 governors,
of whom12 must be from the Chicago area, 3 each from the Cleveland,
lss
Minneapo.lis-St. Paul, ~nd St. Louis s~reas, and 3 from. elsewhere,
The board generally meets four times annually.
~S~The r~asons underlying trading on the MSEin stocks listed on New York exchanges
are considered
in ch. VIII.E.
Other data concerning
the Exchange and its market
mechanisms appear there and in various parts of ch. VI.
~s MSEconstitution,
art. III.
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Membersof the board, except for the president, are elected under
a nominating committee procedure which permits independent nmninations. 1"9 In selecting nominees, the committee generally accepts
the recommendations of regional committees (see below) for nominees
from Cleveland, St. Louis, and Minneapolis-St. Paul. An independent slate has not been proposed for at least 17 years. Only regular
=°°
members(seatholders) are entitled to vote at Exchange elections.
The board in office in February 1963 consisted of 17 regular members
and 8 partners of memberfirms, with two. vacancies. Of the regular
members,7 were specialists.
The MSEalso has six public "advisers," nonmemberswho represent
the public at meetings of the board and in the affairs of the Exchange,
three of whomare from Chicago and one each from Cleveland, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and St. Louis. They may attend board meetings but
are not entitled to vote. 2°1 The advisers have generally been proininent businessmen such as bank presidents and executives of major corporations located in the Midwest. Their attendance at bo’ard meetings has been infrequent. Of the 13 most recent advisers, 7 attended
no board meetings during their terms of office and 5 attended only 1
meeting. The Exchange has indicated that the advisers’ principal
contribution has been in connection with such matters as keeping listing standards high and obtaining new listings. It has also indicated
that it would not be able to obtain the same type of prominent individual if advisers were required to attend board meetings and given the
right to vote.
The executive committee, which is composed of the chairman, the
president, and seven board members, of whomfour are from Chicago
and one each from Cleveland, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and St. Louis,
generally meets three times monthly and has the powers of the board
between board meetings, except for the prover to propose constitutional
amendments.~°~ It seldom makes final policy decisions, but leaves such
matters to the board. It has no disciplinary responsibilities.
There are regional committees in Cleveland, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
and St. Louis. These regional committees, each composed of five
members, of whomthree are the governors from the particular city,
are charged with advising the manager of the MSEbranch office
located in the area. The committees recommend candidates for the
board of governors to the nominating committee, and also receive and
review complaints from memberslocated in their cities.
There are five other standing committees, the admissions, finance,
and investment committees, and the committees on floor procedure and
public relations. ~°~ The committee on floor procedure has general
supervision over conduct on the floor and, through the president,
enforces those rules and regulations relating to the transaction of business on the floor. The committee selects specialists
and odd-lot
dealers. 2°~ It hears disciplinary eases and recommendsdecisions to
the president, who may accept, reject, or modify the recommendations.
Approximately 50 percent of the recommendeddecisions are accepted
by the president. The committee also reviews complaints by the public
~ ld., art. IV.
.ooo Id., art. IV, see. 7(b).
eo~ Id., art. VI.
eoe Ibid.
:oa MSErules, art. III.
uo~Ibid.
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or membersregarding executions of orders, and occasionally directs
an adjustment to be made.
The chairman presides at board meetings, and may call special
meetings of the Exchange, the board, or any committee. ~05 He has
no special disciplinary
authority.
The present chairman, Norman
Freehling, is the first since 19¢9 whohas been active on the floor.
The president of the MSEis its chief executive officer. James E.
Day has held this position for 17 years. He is charged with the supervision and managementof the Exchange’s operations and with carrying out the orders and directions of the board and the various com~°6
mittees of the Exchange.
The staff of the Exchange is responsible to the president. In some
respects he has more authority in disciplinary matters than nonmember
-~°7
presidents of other exchanges, including the NYSEand Amex.
As of March1962, the staff of the Exchange consisted of 64 employees.
Of these, 13 were in executive or supervisory positions and 51 were in
clerical positions. Eight MSEemployees, principally on the executive
or supervisory level, were engaged in regulatory activities of one form
or other. In addition, the MSEutilizes the services of a national
public accounting firm in its regulatory activities.
During 1961, apart from the operations of its subsidiaries,
the
MSEhad income of $765,409~ and expenses of $671,491, giving it a net
operating profit before taxes of $93,911.
3.

DISCIPLINARY

PROCEDURES

The staff of the Exchangehas the initiative in disciplinary matters.
The only committee with regulatory responsibility, the floor procedure
committee, cannot take discipliv_ary action on its own except in minor
:°s
cases involving such matters as the use of abusive language.
The president of the Exchange is at the center of its disciplinary
mechanism. If he hears of any misconduct or offenses alleged to have
been committed by a memberor memberfirm, he is required to arrange
~°’
for the investigation of the mutter by an officer of the Exchange.
If in the judgment of the president there has been a violation, charges
are preferred. If, as almost invariably happens, the memberor member firm admits the truth of the charges, the president may impose the
penalty. :~° President Dayhas indicated that he has had little "secondguessing" by memberson his exercise of disciplinary authority.
If a firm does not want the president to set the penalty, it may
admit the truth of the charges but request a hearing on the penalty by a
judiciary committee appointed by the chairman of the board. If a
firm does not admit to the truth of the charges, a trial is held before
the president or a judiciary committee. If, after such a trial, the
president imposes a penalty, the member or member firm is entitled
to review by ~ judiciary committee. Any decision of a judiciary committee is reviewable by the board on its own motion or on the demand
m
of the member or member firm.
~o: MSEconstitution, art. VII, see. 2.
.-o~ Id., art. VII, see. 4.
~o~ See sec. 3, below.
~-os MSErules, art. III. rule 6.
eoa MSErules, art. XXI.
~ Ibld. The presidents
of the NXrSE, Amex, and PCSE do not have equivalent
~lX MSErules, art. XXI.
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It is rare for the Exchange to hold any sort of formal hearing in
disciplinary proceedings. A~t.hough the memberhas the right to counsel, this right is rarely exercised. Registered representatives are entitled to the same procedures in disciplinary cases as members.
The president decides in each case whettmr the decision wilt be made
public. His decision depends oi~ whether the public is "affected" by the
action. Where a member is suspend:~d or expelled for a violation
"affecting the public" (e.g., manipulation), a press release is issue~l
with the name of the member. If a memberis suspended for a violation of the net capital reT, airements but is not in serious financial
difficulty, the decision is put on the MSEtape but no press release is
issued. Presiden~ Daydoes not, re~t.ll any insta.nee where a disciplinary action involving a less serious penalty than suspension was made
public although this would be possible if the public were "affected."
4.

SURVEILLANCE

AND ENFORCEgiENT

OF OFF-FL00R

REQIJ-IRE31ENTS

Surveillance of off-floor activity by the MSEis based principally
on financial questionnaires, audits, and visits to memberfirm offices.
Memberfirms that are not also membersof the NYSEare required to
submit two financial questionnaires annually, one of which must be
audited on a surprise basis. The surprise audit require}~ent has been
in effect since July 1962. Firms within $5,000 of the MSE’snet capital
requirement ~r’ are also required to file monthly financial reports.
The MSEleaves surveillance
of NYSEfirms to that exchange, and
~~
N¥SEmembers are required only to file copies oftheir
" NYaE
financial questionnaires
with the MSE. The MSEmigh~ not learn of a
violation of its rules by an NYSEfirm since the NYSEdoes not advise the MSEof its disciplinary actions unless the matter is made
public. For example, the MSEdid not learn that the NYSEhad
taken disciplinary action against a dual memberfor a net capital violation which came about because the firm had an excessive position in
its MSEspecialist
account. The member agreed to limit its MSE
~-~a
specialist operations, but the MSEwas not advised of the ease.
The MSE’sprogram of visiting the offices of memberfirms is condusted by a vies president, an examiner, an analyst,,and a national
accounting firm. This firm has trained six accountants in various
cities to examine the procedures and controls of MSEfirms. They
are expected to make the same kind of examination as MSEemployees.
During periods of sharp market declines, they also perform capital
eomputations.
Every MSE-only firm is visited at least once every 2 years. Some
firms, including those that carry large inventories or trade in speculative securities, are visited at least once a year. In 19(12, the MSEconducted 93 examinations of memberfirms; in 1.961, it conducted 64;
and in 19(10, it conducted 65. The increase was due to the added
facilities of the outside accounting firm.
An MSEexaminer is expected to review the member firm’s capital
eomoutation and to s.~ot clieck various matters ineludina Regulation
~Se~ oh. II.R.3.a(4).
Rule 15c3-1(b)(2)
under the Exchange Act exempts the
from the ~l)plication
of the Cm~m~i.~sion’s net capital rule, since its "rules and settled
practices
are deemed by the Commission to impose requirements
more comprehensive than
the requirements" of the Commission’s rule.
ma See pt. B.3.c(4), above.
96-746---63--pt.
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T and margin maintenance. Customers~ accounts are checked for overactivity and the kinds of securities contained in the account. The
examine~" is expected to look at markups, over-the-counter executions,
and the most recent, selling li[er~tture of the fit’m. If the firm
specialist on the MSE~its spec]allst acco~.tnt is checked as well as
trading by its publi% c~stomers in issues in wlfich it is registered.
If the ~rra is founa to be in violation of the MSE’scapital requirements, it is givea a specified period of time (generMly ~ week) to correct the deficiency. If the capital is not restored within the specified
time, the matter is referred to the presiden~ for appropriate disciplinary action. Seven of the MSE’s 21 disciplinary cases in the
years 1953-62 were for violations of its ne~. capita] rule. Four of
the violations occurred in 19~2.
qFhe visits by Exchange examiners are the principal surveillance
technique in respect of compliance wi~h Reg~fiation T and margin
maintenance. Requests for extensions of time under Regulation T
are processed in Chicago, Cleveland~ St. Lou~s, and New Orleans.
Non-Chicago extension requests are periodically
reviewed in Chicago. Approximately 5 percent of the requests are denied and the
third request on a particular transaction is generally the last approved
by the Exchan.ae. The MSEcharg’es $1 per extens]on~ which resuited in $55,000 ~ncome in 1961. An MSEo~cial indicated he
not believe the Exchange w~s more lenient in granting extensions
than the NASD,which does not charge for handling them. The Exchange had one Regulation T disciplinary cas% which resulted in a $200
fine, in the 1953-62period.
The visits made by Exchange examiners are considered by the
MSEto be of some help in supervising selling practices of member
firms. In addition, President Day visits meinber firms in the course
of his duties and checks on their supervisory practices. N0 visits are
made, however~ to branch offices of MSE-only firms. The MSEhas
had almost no cases of selling" abuses, which Day attributed in part
to the difficulty of detecting such abuses. ~-* The MSEaccepts NYSE
surveillance over dually retzistered salesmen "Mmost99.99 percent."
In the course of their visits, Exchange examiners review market
letters and sales literat~re.
They look for exaggerations and overselling. Frequently MSE-only firms distribute literature
prepared
by their New York correspondents. The MSEadvised the study that
it is concerned in its regulatorv program with the qualifications and
standards of its memberfirms ~ research departments; this is principally President Day’s responsibility.
The MSErequires its sole firms to submit advertisements in advance
for approval. In reviewing adveri~isement G the Exchange is concerned with overselling and ~he expression of opinions concerning the
merits of securities.
5.

SURVl~ILLA~qCE A~D ENFORCE:M:ENT O:F’

FLOOR REQUIP, ES~:E:NTS

The MSEdevofes little attention in its market surveillance program to tradin~ in dually listed securities. Its efforts are concentrated
on the sole listings and more specificaily~ on the approximately 30
sole listings that are reasonably active.
=~ See oh. III.B.6.b(4)
sole members.
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The MSEemploys a system whereby a trading situation is brought
to the attention of the senior staff membersif a stock has fluctuated
more than usual during a particular
period. The Exchange then
cheeks the source of the orders in the stock and contacts the member
firms involved. If it appears necessary to contact public customers
the matter is referred to the Chicago regional office of the Commission.
Questions concerning the conduct of specialists originate either with
the staff or the floor procedure committee. The facts are gathered
by the staff and presented to the committee. The committee acts in
an advisory capacity to the president rather than as ~ disciplinary
body. During the years 1953-6~, 7 of the MSE’s 9A diseiplinar.y
eases were based upon specialist violations, 3 of them occurring ~n
196~.
The ExchanKe has no systematic method of determinin.g whether
the execution of an order in a dually traded stock on the MSEis as
good or better than it would have been on the NYSEor Amex."~ It
expects the servicing broker to police this. The MSEreceives occasional complaints from sole members and nonwire dual members unable to execute as many orders as they want on the MSE,urging that
MSEspecialists should partici pat e m ore in the market.
The only regular report that MSEspecialists are required to file
is a monthly report of their total odd-lot and round-lot purchases and
sales on the MSEas well as their offsetting transactions in NewYork.
The MSEdoes obtain daily information, however, as to trading by approximately two-thirds of its specialists whose records are kept by
the Exchange. This information is available for surveillance purposes.
To become an active floor member, a member must pass a written
examination administered by the Exchange. This requirement has
been in effect for approximately 3 years. There is no special examination to become a specialist, but g’enerally a new membercannot be.
comea full-time specialist until he has been on the floor for at least
1 year.
Under the system of allocating securities to specialists,
members
are told of new listings a~d invited to apply to the floor procedure
committee. The committee is advised of the volume of transactions
at each applicant’s post, his manpower, capita], and performance in
the fol]owh~g respects:
1. MSEvolume as a percentage of NYSEor Amex volume;
2. Specialist’s
precentage of MSEvolume; a~d
3. Odd-lot activity. comt~.~e..~
~,-- -~ to round-lot activity.
President Day attends floor procedure committee meetings and
expresses his views as to which specialist should receive a particular
stock. If a specialist induced a listing, the committee considers this
as a factor. Recommendations by the company or its underwriter as
to specialists are discouraged, but the committee is advised of any
such recommendations. "~ Al]ocation decisions of the committee may
be appealed to the board, but this is rarely done.
The MSEdiscourages contact befween specialists and issuers except
for a periodic letter by the specialist to the issuer concerning the
market maintained in the stock. The letter is in the nature of a statistical study.
For a discussion of MSEtrading practices, see ch. VIII.E.
For a discussion o~ NYSEspecialist allocation procedures, see pt, B.4, above.
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An Exchange official stated that there are six "small" floor traders
on the MSE.He did not know the extent of their trading since inembers are not required to report their floor trades on a systematic basis.
The MSEhas no special rules governing floor tra~ling.
6.

SU3IMiARY,

CONCLUSIONS~ AND RECOI~[~[ENDATIO:NS

As one of the largest regional exchanges, the Midwest S~ock Exchange occupies an important position in the securities markets with
the potential for an expanded rote in future years? ~ In assessing
the MSE~sself-regulatory
performance it should be emphasized tha~
its regulatory efforts are directed principally at sole membersand
securities traded only on that exchange. The MSEdoes not examine
firms that are also members of the NYSE,and it leaves market surveillance of dually traded stocks to the primary market.
The government of the MSEis vested in the board of governors;
the executive committee performs board functions between board meetings. The Exchange~s organizational structure also includes regional
and standing committees; the regional committees represent the cities
whose exchanges were merged into the MSE, and the standing committees have regulatory and other responsibilities
in specified substantive areas.
The Exchange staff plays a crucial role in the admin:stration of the
MSEand in regulating member conduct, again highlighting the importance of a paid staff, with sufficient authority and responsibility,
to accomplish effective self-regulation.
The important role played
by the MSEpresident in the Exchange~s disciplinary machinery and in
its total administration contributes to the efficient performance of the
Exchange’s role as a self-regulatory agency.
The impact of the public advisers on MSEaffairs appears to be
minimal, thus giving the appearance of public representation in Exchange affairs more than the actual fact. The public advisers rarely
attend board meetings, do not have the right to vote at these meetings,
and are more involved in matters of listing than in the regulatory
process.
The MSEhas taken leadership in various significant ways including
qualification examinations for members, centralized automated bookkeeping for member firms, and clearance of transactions by mail.
Its self-regulatory program devotes considerable effort to the enforcement of its net, capital rule, but seemingly inadequate ,~ttention to the
supervision of memberfirm selling pratt,ices.
The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. Certain recommendations in other parts of chapter XII,
especially part B, may apply directly or with appropriate adaptation to the MSE;e.g., the recommendationas to publicizing disciplinary actions.
Commission and Exchange representatives
should undertake to determine the possible applicability of such
recommendations and the Exchange should proceed to implement
such recommendations or adaptations as may be f~und appropriate.
2. The Exchange should undertake a reassessment of the institution of public advisers to determine whether it can become a
See eh. VIII.E.
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STOCK EXCI[AI~GEAs A SELF-REGULATORY
INSTITUTION
1. INTRODUCTION

The Pacific Coasg Stock Exchange (PCSE or Exchange) had the
largest volume of shares traded and {he second largest dollar volume
of all regional exchanges in 196~. Only the Midwest Stock Exchange
had larger dollar volume. In view of igs presen~ volume of trading
and its potential for growth, a separate analysis of the organization
and reg’~latory mechanism of the PCSEis warranted.
NYSEmember firms are of considerab!e importance at the PCSE,
just as they are at the Midwest Stock Exchange. As of March ~1~
196o,, 45 of the 133 PCSEmemberfirms~ including some of the larges~
commission tirms, were also members of the N¥SE. Of the 564~
stocks traded on the PCSEas of January 1, 196g, approximately 7
percent (40) were traded solely on the PCSE. The remaining stocks
"-~s
were also traded on either the NYSEor the Amex.
The PCSEcame into existence in January 1957 as a result of the
consolidation of the San Francisco and Los Angeles Stock Exchanges.
It has two separate divisions, one in San Francisco and the o~her in
Los Angeles, each with its owntrading floor. The floors are connected
by an elabor~ote communications system. Until March 1961, there
were sep~rate gm~erning boards and separate presidents.
Whenthe two exchanges were consolidated, painstaking efforts were
mad.e to keep the two divisions on an equal basis and each division still
retains a considerable degree of autonomy. The position of chairman
of the board and the location of the principal office of the Exelmnge
rotate annually between San Francisco and Los Angeles; ~ and the
president, ThomasP. Phelan, divides his time betwen the two cities.
Each division retains control over its own finances, and a prospective
memberapplies for admission to one of the two divisions r~ther than
to the Exchange as an entity. The purchase of a membership entitles
the holder to an equity interest in the assets of that division.
~I ne regulatory practices of the two divisions differ somewhatand,
except for the president, staff members are assigned to ei{her San
l~’rancisco or Los Angeles. Some of the traditions of each of the
predecessor exchanges have been continued. For example, members
of the Los Angeles division are entitled to designate employees or
associates as [loor representatives to exercise trading privileges on
their behalf, -~-~° whereas membersof the San Francisco division do
not have this prerogative.
The Special Study’s inquiry into the regulatory activities of the
PCSE was not as intensive as the one conducted of the NYSE. It
included a visit to the Exchange, at which time responsible staff officials at each division were inter~iewed and various tiles pertaining to
the PCSE’s regulatory program were inspected. In addition, the
~s Other data concerning the Exchange and its market mechanisms appear
and various parts of eh. VI.
~’~ PCSEconstitution, art. I, see. 4 ; art. III, sec. 3.
,~o Id., art. ~[X, sec. 2(b).

tn oh. VIII.E
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president of the Exchange conferred with study staff memberson
matters affecting the PCSI~], a review was made of Commissionfiles
relating to the PCSE, and the Exchange supplied various data pertaining to its operations.
2.

GOVERNI~IENT

OF THE EXCIIANGE

The government of the PCSEis vested in its board of governors,
consisting of five governors elected by the Los Angeles division, five
221
governors elected by the San Francisco division, and the president.
In February 196;5, the board consisted of seven regular membersand
three partners or stockholders of memberfirms. Of these, eight were
office partners and two were floor members. There are no public
governors or advisers on the PCSEboard.
Candidates for the board are selected by nominating committees in
each divisionY ~-~ An independent nominating procedure is available
but rarely used. Only regular members(seathotders) are entitled
vote at. Exchangeelections.
Each division has a management committee composed of the five
governors elected by that division. According to the constitution,
these committees "shall act on any matter that solely concerns the internal fiscal affairs, or assets of that division." ~ As a practical matter, however, the division management committees have considerable
authority in operating the divisions and they play key roles in the
regulation of members. Since it is difficult for the board to meet
frequently because of the distance between the cities, the division
m.a.nagement committees have assumed authority for overall superwmonof the affairs of their respective divisions. The board generally follows recommendations of the division management committee on matters affec(ing only that division, inc]uding the disciplining
of re.embers. In disciplinary eases, the staff presents its findings to the
division management committee which makes a recommendation to
the board.
The PCSE operates under a standing committee system. "~2~ The
committees must be composed equally of representatives
of the two
divisions and at least one governor must be a member. They are the
auditing, clearing, ethics and business conduct, floor trading, listing,
and public relations committees. The auditing, ethics and business
conduct, and floor trading eomrnittees are the most important of these
from the standpoint of the regulation of the conduct, of mmnbers.
The auditing committee considers matters of policy relating to financial requirements of members rind member firms. The members
of this committee in each division are responsible for supervising the
financial condition of memberfirms.
The ethics and business conduct co~m~ittee considers a variety of
matters, including the business conduct of memberfirms, admissions
applications, and matters submitted for arbitration.
:It is an important regulatory committee, since a broad range of disciplinary
eases are referred to it before they are sent to the division management
committee or the board.
Id., art. III, sec. l(a).
Id., art. IV.
Id., art. III, sec. 2(a).
Art. V of the PCSE constitution

describes

the

standing

committees

and their

functions.
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The floor trading committee is responsible for recommendingrules
to the board for governing transactions on the Exchange. Its members have a wide wtriety of responsibilities in supervising floor conduct. Amongtheir duties are the enforcement of floor rules, allocation of stocks to specialists, and imposition of lines for violations of
floor rules. The staff presents matters 2or possible disciplinary action
to the committee, which then either takes action itself or refers the
case to the division management committee.
The chairman of the board, with the vice chairman, appoints the
membersof all standing and special eormnittees of the Exchange, subject to board approval. The chairman is an ex-officio memberof all
~z~
committees and presides at meetings of the board and the Exchange.
He has no special disciplinary responsibilities.
The president,
who cannot be a member or partner of a member
firm, is the PCSE’sprincipal executive officer. He is charged with the
responsibility of enforcing the provisions of the Exchange’s constitution and rules and fostering its general interestY -~ The president
is a member of the board and both division management committees
but is not entitled to vote at meetings of either. This latter provision
is unusual--the presidents of the NYSE, Amex, and MSE, who also
are nonmembers, may vote at board meetings. The president is
charged with coordinating "the activities in the best interests of the
Exchange of all committees of which he is a member." ~ Phelan,
while he has been president, has attempted to weld the two divisions
into an Exchangewith a singl~ set of practices and requirements.
As of March 23, 1962, the staff of the Exchange and its subsidiaries
consisted of 223 employees, including the president, 129 employees in
Los Angeles, and 93 in San Francisco. Of the 2"23, approximately 150
were involved in the process of clearing transactions, while 7 were in
executive and 11 in supervisory cal~acities. Most staff memberseoneerned themselves with the meehan~cMoperation of the Exchange and
its facilities.
Eight staff members, including four auditors, were
engaged in regulatory activities.
The staff officers of the PCSEare expected to "perform the customary duties of their otIices subject to the direeeion and control of the
president and of the board of governors." "-’-% The fact that staff officers
are responsible to the bo~rd as well as the president is a, reflection of
the substantial participation of the board and the standing committees
in the day-to-day operation of the Exchange.
During 1961, the two di~qsions of the PCSEb.ad to~a! income (apart
from the o!oeration of the clearing corporation) of $639,683 and total
expenses of $579,72g.
The disciplinary
mechanism of the Exchange revolves around its
standing committees and the division management committees. All
disciplinary matters are processed by one or more of these committees,
and the final decision of the board generally incorporates the recommendations of the committees that. considered the matter.
PCSEconstitution, art. III,
Id., art. III, sec. 5.
Ibid.
PCSEconstitution, art. III,

see. 3.
see. 6.

